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1. 
IHI'RODUCTIUN 
Butter TnanufaoturinE- is an i'nvolved nroness as H req\jires the 
successful control of several factors to produce a product of desired 
oonsistenoyo Physically ideal butter according to Hunziker (4 8a P« 680) 
is a butter that is firm and compact and mil stand up -well under un~ 
fairorable temperature conditions, that has a pleasingly smooth, m.xy, 
plastic and spreadahle texture and that is free from cinimblineesj 
stickiness, salviness, greasiness, mealiness, grittinoss and leakiness. 
Such butter commands the highest price on the butter market. 
The butter maker, by careful manipulation of nianufacturing tech­
niques can do much toiwards producing a successful product. Unfortunately, 
howoverj durin.?; the summer grazing season the chemical oonmosit''on of 
the milk fat is such that, even with a very careful control of ttie 
manufacturinti process, the uutter uruduced is t^eaerally soft, ihis 
soft textured butter results from churning cream that has a larger 
proportion t-^an usubI of the Irnv "•leltirip; Doint <^attv scids that are 
found in milk fat. The feed that the ani^mls receive is partly re­
sponsible for increasing or decreasing the proportion of certain fatty 
acids in milk fatj this has been recognised for a long time. In some 
areas, the xvinter feeds v/ill cause the butter to be excessively hard 
and to have a crumbly body and sticlOj'' texture. 
Besides diminishing^ the firmness of butter the churning of cream 
with a large proportiou of soft fats causes the fat lost in tho buttermilk 
to increase (17). This, again, is especially noticeablo when t'le cows 
-graze on pasture during tho sumer months. It was learned (7) that 
the fat lost in the tuttermilk at a creamery in the north central states 
during the months of I&y, June, July and August e^rceeded the fat lost 
durin?, the remaining months of the year by about 0,3 per Rent of the 
total fat placed in the churn. In tiie state of loiva more than 240,000^000 
pounds of cutter -were produced in 1943 and oTrer 210,000,000 pounds in 
1944. Using figures supnlied by the Iowa Department of Agriculture, it 
?v-as calculated thnt 42 Dor cent of t>^B total a-^otmt of ^ utter manufactured 
in 1943 and 1944 was produced during tiie months of :.iay, Juno, July 
and August, indicating that the pasture grazing season is the flush man­
ufacturing season. By using the loss differential figure; quoted above 
and assuming that it is applicable to this area, it can be calculated 
that the churning losses in sumffler exceed those in winter by some 280,000 
pounds of butter. 
Because of such problems, not only in Iowa but all over the world, 
numerous investigators have studied the various factors tiiat ijifluence 
the composition of milk fat. As regards the inoranse in softness of the 
milTt: fat V^en cows are on pasture during the summer, most i^f tho ivorkers 
have been, satisfied to conclude that it is something in tiie pasture grass 
which is responsible for the increase in softness of the milk fat. ii 
few investigators are of the opinion that soft butter is not entirely 
due to 8 dietanr influence and that other factors suc^ as seasonal 
changes of temperature or a change from indoor to outdoor conditions 
might be the primary influence. 
In a study made at this station reoeiitly (38) on the ini'luenoe 
of soybeans on the chemical composition of butterfatj it appeared that 
factors other tlmr. feed v/ere operating to influence the composition 
of the fat. Changes in environi^.iental tomperatun® v/ero found highly 
correlated vjith changes in the composition of the buttsrfat, indicating 
that the higher the temperature^ the softer the milk fat. Since no 
investigator had ever tried to separate the effects of seasonal changes 
in te'^pera'bure from t'ne effects of pasture, it v/as dGcido(' to determine 
vvhether or not temperature v/as a factor and, if it was, T,vhic:i of the 
factors, tempei'atare or pasture feeds, is tho more important in pro~ 
ducing a soft milk fat. The research metliod and results of such an 
experiment are presented in tViis thesis. 
EEVIEVs OF LITEMTURE 
The ChoTiiical Composition of Milk Fat and Its 
Selation to tno Softness of Butter 
The physical constant, melting point, is not a roliabio index of 
the hardness or softness of "butter. This is because milk fat, being 
a complex inixfcure of mixed triglycerides in wViiob a dozen or more 
component acids exist, does not have a sharply defined raelting point, 
but melts gradually over a range of temperature. Furthermore, the 
melting point depends on the particular melting point method used and 
on the previous histo^^- of the saTnr)le. 
The fatty acids comprise about 95 per cent of the total molecular 
•weight of the glycerides and consequently exert a great influence on 
the melting point and other characteristics of the fat. The acids 
present in milk fat are listed in Table 1 wit.li their respective 
melting points. 
It •will be noticed from Table 1 that there is a gradual increase 
in the melting points of the saturated acids ivith chain length. The 
introduction of double bonds results in a lo'wering of •the meltiiig point. 
Thus, the acids tha-fc are liquid at room tampera-bure are the unsa'turated 
acids and the lower sa^burated acids of ivhicli oleic acid is present in 
greatest amount. The principal component of 'bhe iiigher molting acids 
is palmitic. Various factors, such as .the nature of feed timt a oovi 
Table 1, Component acids of cow -'-iir-
iieltiflg" 
Acids Yieight®" Molar^ point Moleoular'^ 
percentage p9rcei^ta|;e Z vjei^ht 
Satui'ated 
Bvv'cyrio 3.1- 4.4 3.4-11.7 -4.7 88.10 
Caproic l.S" 2.2 2.7- 4.3 -1.5 116.16 
Ciapr/lic 0.7- 2.4 1.2" 0.7 16.0 144.21 
Capric 1.8- 3.8 2.6- 5.0 31.5 172.26 
Laurie 2.3- 4.4 2.7- 5.1 48.0 200.31 
Myristic 6.9-11.1 7.2-11.5 58.0 228.36 
Palmitic 21.8—29.0 20.5-27.1 64.0 256.42 
Stearic 6.5-15.0 5.4-12.6 70.0 2d4.47 
As Araohidio 0.4- 1.0 0.3- 0.8 77.0 ol2.o2 
Unsaturated 
Oleic 28.9-41.3 23.3-35.6 14.0 2^?.45 
L% Octadeca-
dienoio* 3.1- 5.8 2.6- £i.O -9.5 280.44 
So-22 
saturated 1.0- 1.2 0.8-0.9 
^From HiWitoh f'ss, p. 114) reprsv'sontini; 4 T'l'ew wnd 7 F,n?,lish 
cow milk fats. 
^'From Lange's handbook of Chemistry (57). 
*Th0 presence of linoleic aoid (octadecadienoic acid) in milk fat has 
besn the subject of much debate, llie position has been made aomevjhat 
clearer now by Kilditch and co-workers (38, p. 117) and seems to be 
this: linolsic acid as found in seed fat occurs only in minute propor­
tions in milk fat. Hov/eTer, certain proportions (3-5 per cent of the 
total fatt;*/- acids) of octadecadienoic aoid appear which are apparently 
cis-trans isoraers of the A 
receives J are responsible for changes in tiie oomponont acids. Such 
variations are chiefly connected witli differences in the proportions of 
the unsaturated acids. Changes in the proportions of the unsaturated 
acids are mainly corapensated by corresyondin,'-; c!:a.nges in th.e proportions 
of the saturated acids, partiouliirli' stearitsj butyric and ctucr iovjer 
saturated acids. Pairriitio acid is present in roughly constant amounts 
(38, pp. lis, 32P), 
Y.lille chemical r.etliods for the qurntitatiYe etc ruination rf the 
Goffiponent fatty acids have been worked out to give reasonably accurate 
estiiiiations of the acids present, this is iiot true for the glycerides 
present in iriilk fat. The quantitatiTO study of the component glycerides 
has only been undertaken since 1927 -shen fractional crystallization 
studies ^^rare atte;ripted. Soaei.vhat fuller information of the Qo'iiponent 
glycerides of milk fat has resulted from the racent viorlc of ailditch 
and oo'-vjorkers (38, p. 326;, The important Loariiig that changes in the 
glyoeride structure hare on the variation in the melting point or softness 
of butter is illustrated by Hilditcn and Sleightholmo (43) and by Tfilditch 
•;38j p. 326-32S). Tiieir data oaths fatty acids present, the saturated 
glyoeridss present and the component fatty acids of the fully saturated 
glycerides in eight oov; milk fats fr-om England, Hew Zealand and India 
when the covra wero fed different diots during, different seasons of t>?e 
year, are presented in Table 2. 
Hilditch \.38j p<> 326-329) discusses these data in the following 
manners the data ahovj consistently that the content of the fully saturated 
glycerides is simply a function of the relative proportion of saturated 
and unsaturated acids in the whole fat, irrespective of the nature of the 
saturated acids or abnormalities in the component fatty acids caused by 
7. 
the ingestion of specifio fats in tiie diet. i''rora tue data in I'able 2 
and additional data from six other coavs receiving certain amounts of 
specific fatty oils or oil cakes, Table o is c'^'^piled. It will be noted 
from, this table that the molar proportions of the fully saturated com­
ponents range from 14.6 to 41.3 per cont so tiiat the non-fally saturated 
glyoeridos mry from 59 to 85 per cent. Hilditch considered the 
probable proportions of the mono-"oleo" and di-"olso" glycerides to 
approximate those jr.iTOn in Table 3. Taking into consideration only 
the eif;ht milk fats from cows on nornal diets in Table 3 (that is, 
leaving out the fats from the animals that had received fatty oils or 
seed cakes as part of their diets) it Tfdll be noticed that even though 
these cows are on normal diets there is considerable variation in their 
component (7;lycerides , and, therefore, in their physical characteristics 
of hardness or softness. Tnis difference is not very marked in the mono-
''oiao"-disaturated glyoerides ^which melt somewnat above room temperature) 
as these are moderately constant (33-39 per cent of the total fats), 
lioivever, there a variation in tbn fiilly Sfitnro.teri eo'-iponents (27-40 
per cent) with an almost corresponding variation in the di-"oleo"-
monosaturated glyoerides. Consequently, increase in unsaturation 
(oleic acid content) results in a disproportionate increase in the soft­
ness of the butter since nob only is the amount of the highest melting 
(fully saturated) components reduced, but the amount of di-"oleo"-
glycerides, which are liquid at ordinary temperatures, is increased to 
approximately the same extent as the fully saturated components are 
reduced. 
Table 2, Glyceride structure of ei;ht cotu milk fats* 
Wo. in table Gov; Eli Ik fat 
E 1929 English, spring pasture}, 1929, 
E 1928 " aut-umn feed, 1928, 
WZ (i) New Zealand, market sample, 1927, 
Indian Indian, pasture feed, 1930. 
IK (ii) Hew Zealand, market sample, 132?, 
IZ (iii) " " , spriiig pasture, 1928. 
English, stall feed, 1929 (so;ya bean oaice ii:i diet). 
" " " " (cooonut oake in diet). 
(i) Component J^ttjr Aoids of the %ole Fats (Molar Percentages) 
EG 
Fat E1929 E192^ TtK^.ian ^5:(ii) !IZ(iii) ES EC 
Butyric acid 8,9 0.4 8.4 6,9 9,2 9.2 9.6 9.0 
n-Hsxanoio aoid 2.7 3,6 3.9 4.0 3.7 3,4 3,0 3,9 
n-Ootanoic " 2,0 2.7 1,3 2.2 1.4 2,2 2.8 1.7 
n-Deoanoie " 3.0 2.9 2.8 4.9 2,7 4.2 5.1 4,3 
Laxiric " 4.7 4,1 4,6 6.7 3.7 4.7 7,5 8.3 
Myristic " 10,9 7,2 11,0 10.9 10,2 11,5 10.7 17.2 
Palmitic " 24.3 27,1 26,2 26.8 25.7 25,0 23.7 24,1 
Stearic " 5.4 6.4 7,1 5.5 10.2 9,5 6.7 3,9 
Araehidio " - 0.7 0.8 m 0.5 0.5 0.9 -
Die io " 34.6 33.9 30,8 28.4 28.9 26.1 27,0 25,7 
Octadeoadienoic aoid 3.5 3.1 3.1 •Z "7 0 » 1 3.8 3.7 3.0 1,9 
(ii) Fully i>aturated Glyoerides Present in the v'iholQ ?ats 
'fih-ole Fa-biS; 
Iodine value 41.6 
Total saturated acid61,9 
content (per 
cent, mol.) 
Fully saturated 
glyoeridess 
per oeiit. (wt®) 
per oent, (rnol.) 
41,3 
63.0 
24.3 
27.2 
saturated aoids 0.94 
per mol. unsaturated 
acid in non-fully 
saturated part. 
25.4 
29.1 
39.4 
66.1 
29.2 
31.5 
36.0 
67,9 
^1.7 
33.7 
0,92 1.03 1,07 
38.0 
67.3 
31.3 
1.04 
34.5 
70.2 
37,4 
39,6 
34.8 
70.0 
31.6 
72.4 
36.0 
38.2 
38.5 
41.3 
1.07 1.07 1.11 
*Prom Hilditch, The Cheraioal Constitution of Natural i'ats (58, p. 527), 
9. 
Tablo 2, (continued) 
(iii) Component Fatty Acids of the Fully Qa-kurated Glyoerides 
(rilolar i/eroentages) 
E1929 S1929 SZ(i) Indian SZ(ii) wz(xii) BS EC 
Butjj-rio acid 11.4 11.7 10.5 11,2 11,0 11.2 9.2 9.2 
n~Hexanoic acid 5.1 5,3 4.S 5.1 6,5 4.6 6.4 5.8 
n-Oetanoic II 8.7 2,2 5.0 0.5 1,8 .3.4 3.1 2.8 
n-Deoanoio t! 0 ® 3 4.2 3.1 4.4 3,3 5.1 6.3 6,9 
Laurie rt 6.0 5,2 4.7 6.1 4.1 5.3 6.4 11.1 
%Tiati 0 T1 15,1 Is .2 17.0 15.5 17.9 14.9 19,6 20,1 
Palmiti c t1 39.5 43.1 39.3 43.0 39.6 3S,9 36,1 35,4 
Stearic li 14.9 15.1 15.2 14.2 lO a 8 15.S 12.6 8.7 
Araohidi o It - - 0.3 - - •• 0.3 
10. 
Table 3. Prohatle general glyoerido c ornposition of ecnv -fuilk fats* 
Mono- Di-''oleo"~ 
Raiy "oleo"- ;.'.ono-
saturated disaturated saturated 
per cent per cent per cent 
(Mol,) (Mol.) (Mol.) 
Englisli, stall-fed. W34- (cod liTTBT 
oil in diet) 14.S 23.0 G2.4 
Englisi ,, stall-fed. 1934 (ood liver 
oil in diet) 17,2 26.1 56.7 
English, stall-fedj 1934 (linseed 
oil in diet) 24-. 0 34.5 40.9 
English, stall-fedj 1934 (rape 
oil in diet) 25.3 27.6 4^,1 
English, SDrin^ pastvire, 1P29 27.2 33.0 39. n 
English, autumn feed, 1923 29.1 31.0 39.9 
Keif Zealand, market sample, 1927 31.5 35.S 32.7 
Indian, pasture fed , 1S30 o3.7 38.5 29.a 
fev Zealands market samples 1S27 33»8 35.0 31.2 
English, stall-fed. 1934 34.2 38.9 26,9 
English, stall-fed. 1929 (sojra 
bean cake in diet) 38.2 34.0 27.8 
Hew Zealand, spring pas'bure, 1928 39.6 33.3 27.1 
English, stall-fed, 1934 40.4 33.4 26.2 
English, stall-fed, 1929 (coconut 
cake in diet) 41.3 33.9 24.8 
'S'-Prom iiilditoh. The Chemical Constitution of Natural Fats (38, p. 328) 
Froii t'lfl precedin; disoassion it; is a;-vparont that a .iicasure of 
tli.e araount of oleic acid present in different outterfats would [iive a 
mluable index of the relative hardness or softness of the butter. 
She iodine value, whicli is a measure of the total unsaturated linkages 
present, is a r^ood index of the hardness and softness of a fat. By 
deternininj both iodine and thiocyanogen values it is possible to 
estimate (approximstely) the individual amounts of oleic and linoleic 
acid present and, therefore, to obtain a better idea as to ohe type of 
unsaturation and character of the butter. 
Factors Influencing the Chemical Composition 
of jjutterfat 
This study is primarily concerned with the effects of tisro factors, 
pasture feejMji.f- and enin-ronments 1 to'iporature, on the hardness and 
softness of milk fat. It is fully realized that there Tfjill inevitably 
be ths interplay of numerous factors and the idiosynoracies of the 
individual anirjals to contend viith. As a result it is virtually impossible 
to conduct a perfectly controlled experiment. It is necessarj'-, there-
forej that as many as possible of the 1<-novm sources of variation be 
controlled or, if not controlled, accounted for. It is for these reasons 
that this literatui^e review plans to survey not only the factors that 
are of prirnaj:^^ interest but as many of the other ini'lueucing factors 
that are knovm. 
yreed 
ilaaziker, wills and Bpltasr (49) working at the iiu'due station 
Ti/ith Holstfii.nj nr/'! r;owp fcnri''? Wifit r'^prsoy 'rutterfRt 
had a losver iodine value tlmp. eitlier tha iiolstein cr Ayrshire V.utterfat, 
'iho /syrBhiji-sa had a slightly Iwer tralue than thcj holsteius. These 
workers report similar studies mde at tho '.^inc experiffient station 
v/iiich agreed vdth their res^zlts. At l.laino tho Jersey fat had a con­
siderably lov/er iodine -value than oithsr tho liolstoin or Ayrshire fat. 
Koklss and Shav.' (24:, 25) usinp; three Jorsoysj three holstains, tv/o 
AjTShires and three- Shorthorns observed thjjt the ioclins values of the 
Shorthorn and liolstGin cows was noticeably hii'her than tiiosa for the 
Jersey omiSs -while tho Ayi'shires fell in between. Holland et al. (47) 
fonnr] the oleic aoid content of Holstein milk fat to he charsscter-
istlcally higher than that of Jersey nilk fat, toore (65) raportsci 
that Jersey butter was found to -be such firraer tlitm /iyrsniro butter. 
Williams (103) noted that a Jersey and Guernsey ooiv consistently had 
lower aodlii'? -unluBS thRn tho avem?"'? of b frroop of -'olste'ins. 
Inter and intra aniaal diffsranoes 
Hanseon exid Olofsson (34) found a considerable variation between 
the iodine nusibsrs of covfs that were on the same feed. Tlisy suggested 
that in oxpGriments oonceraing the effects of feed on fat constants, a 
verj; oarcfi^l selection of the? anirnals Yffls necQSsarjf. Kuhlman and Gallup 
(56) using grade Jerseys found an individual variability -ifjitli respect to 
13. 
the properties of fat produced by covjs on the same feed and in the 
sarfie period of lactation. Willian® (lOS) noticed that vdien feeding 
cows, variouis levels of fat, each cow had a characteristic iodine value. 
A cow that had an iodine value that was lower than the rest of the cows 
during a period of high fat feedini^ also had a lovier value during the 
period of lowered fat intake. 
Bckles and Shaw (26) show that, idth the sarne individual rather 
wide variations in the iodine value ocour from day to day. Among seven 
cows (in various stages of lactation) that TOre studied during a tv-io 
waeks poriod, iodine number ranges from day to day were as folloxvs; 
48 per cent, 1 unitj 27.4 per cent, 1-2 unitsj 15.8 per cent, 2-3 units 
and B,8 per cent more than 3 units. Furthermore, these workers noted 
that for everi/- animal the iodine value 7/as higher in the evening samplo 
of milk fat than in the morning or noon fat. This v«.s true regardless 
of whether the covis -were milked two, three or four times daily. 
Frye (28) obtained similar results for a composite sample from a 
herd of 16 coivsj the iodine value ms hip:her at the eve^ine; milkins; 
than at the morning or noon milkings. The thiocyanogen values behaved 
in a siiailar manner though to a less marked degree. Kcsles and iShaw 
i'cS) found that tiie iodine value of the fat from the strippings is 0.32 
lower on the average than the'first milk. Seven out of the ei^ht oo'svs 
studied showed the same variation while tho eir';hth animal had practically 
no variation. This variation, while being the general rule,is foitunately 
not very great. If it were very large, sampling vrould boccm© extremely 
difficult. 
14. 
Age of the oQ-w 
Dean and hilditch (20) found a definite tendency for the iodine 
values of fats from the same cows to rise slightlj'- but consistently 
from on© year to the next over a period of almost five years. They 
suspected this slow increase in iodine value in succeeding years to be 
a function of age. In a more recent publication by hilditch and Jasper-
son ^,39) a sloTSj, comparatively slight, progressive ciiange in palmitic 
and oleic acids with increasing age ims noted, Adrianij Tamsma, Vogel 
and Groot (l) found that fat fron older oows had a loi^sr refractive 
index^ and consequently made firmer butter. This is at variance with 
the work from Hilditch's laboratory. 
Stage of lactation 
Hunziker (49) fed three cows a uniform ration during their re­
spective periods of lactation, evading such feeds as v/ere Irnovm to mater­
ially influence the butterfat constants. j4e found that tiie iodine value 
ms lowest during early lactation and increased through the ninth month, 
followed by a drop during the tenth month. Prom these data he argued 
that since the ma,iori.ty of cows in this country freshen in the swing, 
the effect of the period of lactation would be to cause suaimer butter 
^The refractive index of a fat is directly dependent upon its chemical 
composition (51), It increases -with increasing molecular weight of the 
combined acids and also with increasing unsaturation. It is an indication 
of unsaturation and can usually be quite veil correlated mth iodine 
mlue. It has the advantage of being among t/ie easiest of the character­
istics to determine. 
to be firii and mriter butter to be soft. iloTjgver, since the reverse 
is true the period of lactation is not the cause of the ssasoml change 
from hard vdnter butter to soft summer butter, and the dominant cause 
must lie in the ohs.nge from dry winter feed to pasture in suTrm-ier (4 81, 
p» 389), Kuhlmati and Gallup (56) using grade Jerseys and sampling at 
thirty day interijals, found that butterfat produced in early lactation 
had a higher iodine value than that produced in later periods, holland, 
et al. (4?) fed four cows a similar ration of hay and grain. All the 
ccnvs freshened within a fev; weeks of each other. Samples were collected 
from each animal on three occasions; during early, intermsdiste and 
late lactation. Complete fatty acid analyses viere made and also iodine 
•mlue dsteriiiinations, Their data shovjed that there is a tendency for 
the iodine toIus to increase as lactation progresses. Prom the individual 
fatty acid analysis, it was found that there iwis n marked increase in 
the oleic acid content of the milk fat with advancing lactation. Of 
all the component acids oleic acid seemed to respond the most to adTOnc-
ing lactation. 
Adrian! et al. (l) found that as lactation ad-wances the refractive 
index of the milk fat increases. 
Eokles and Shaw (24) ran a very carefully controlled experiment 
to determine the influence of lactation on the composition and properties 
of milk. They used eleven cows. These cows calved at different times 
during the year. The distribution of calving was as follov;sj ,4 calved 
in October, 1 in December, 2 in January, 1 in February, 1 in June and 
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2 in July, In each case the animals were placed on experiment five 
days after calvi^in', wore fed thro'.7p:ho"at the lactatiop period a 
ration consisting of choice alfalfa hay (5 parts) and a grain mixture 
(2 parts). The quantity of the feed was varied to suit the individual 
needs of the animals. The hay ms procured from, the same source for 
the entire trial, Th>5 aniirals were housed in a barn during the nisht 
and outside in a dn^-lot during the day. A seven day composite sample 
i?jas ta'csr from each oot} and presorsred -with formaldehyde, .ilnaiyses 
of several properties of the milk fat, including the iodine value, 
^.vere made. It -vvas observed that v/ith seven of the covjs tlie iodine 
value decreased durins; the first few months of lactation. The lovi'sst 
point for the lactation period, according to tha general avara?,ej t-sis 
the fourth month, after which time there was a slight but gradual 
increase to mtlriin two or three mouths of the end, after which there 
•was a fairly rapid rise. These results are illustrated helov; in '^'able 4, 
Table 4. Influoncs cf period of lactation on iodine value of 
butterfat (Average of 11 cows freshening at various 
times during the years 1906 and 1907)* 
Period of lactation 
(months) 
Iodine value 
1 33.28 
2 31.58 
3 32.22 
i 30,85 
5 31,36 
6 SI .72 
7 32.96 
8 33.26 
9 34.56 
10 35.41 
11 3!i.4f! 
12 35.17 
IS 39.22 
14 39.03 
*Suininary of data presented by liCkles and Shaw (24j. 
Generally tha oqtjs that had the highest iodine values in early 
lactation and \Thich shoified tVic "j-satest decline in iodins mlue at 
this t'i-'me the highest producers. Thfi coi\'S that did. not show a 
drop in iodine value at early lactation Tfere ths poorest producers, 
Bckles and Shaw holiaYad that tho high iodine Talues in early lactation 
were the result of tho ani'mls utilizini; body fat for milk fat secretion. 
Palmer and Bcklos (73) in discussing the effect of gestation on 
hho coKiposition of covjs milk stats that geetation of itself exsrts no 
infh.ienoe on the co'siposition but may indirectly affect it by hastening 
the close of lactation, which itself exerts marked ohangss on the com­
position of milk. 
Plane of nutrition 
The effects of lovjerin^ the plane of nutrition to the extent of 
starvation produces some very significant and interesting changes in the 
composition of 'p.ilk fat» 
Smith (88) and Smith and Dastur (91) st\!.died the effects of in­
anition on the componaat aoids of blood lipids and mi11c fats of laotating 
cows. Three non-pregnant Ayrshire covfs in the sixth to seventh month 
of lactation were used, iifter a few weeks, during xvhich time they had 
been receiving a normal diet, food was -withheld from tvro of them for 12 
days, water beinj p;iven at all tiraes. For the third co-vr the experiment 
had to be discontinued on the seventh day because her condition had become 
unsatisfactory. Smith and Dastur (88, p. 1857) suggest that this may 
tiiiell have been due to a marked deficiency in depot fat as revealed 
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by sutisgquent post mortem examination." The initial iodine iralues of 
36,6 and 37.1 for the milk fat of Cow Ho. 1 and Coh No. 1 rose rapidly 
to 46.1 and 47.3 on the first day of the fast, and then more s3.ot,'.'1j- to 
52.5 and 54.9 by the 12th day. The values for Cow No. 3 followed a 
similar course till she v/as ivithdraw from the experiment. On re-
alimentation a slight tendency to return to normal v/as observed after 
the first few days, although it tos a matter of T?eel's before t'^e pre-
fast values were obtained, i^art of their data for the analyses of 
the component acids of milk fat before and during inanitior, is pre~ 
sented in Table 5. 
It will l-ie noticed that the contents of the lower saturated acids 
up to and including myristic acid are much reduced while the oleic acid 
content is correspondingly increased. In the case of Covj Mo. 1 the 
sum of the molar percentages of all the lOTcrer acids, up to end including 
myristic, fell by 24.2, this being alsiost compensated for by an increase 
of about 20 in oleic acid. Hilditch (38, p. 118),in discussing these 
data of Smith and Bastur, points cut that the milk fat from a starving 
cow resembles the depot fats (See table 6 belovi) in its oomponeiit 
acids, rather than a normal milk fat. 
Smith (68found reductions from 40 to 50 per cent in the lipid 
levels of the plasma as a result of inanition but only a vei-y slip;ht 
decrease occurred in the lipid levels of the corpuscles, lioivever, no 
appreciable ciiange in the actual nature of the lipids could be detected 
in either the corpuscles or plasms as a result of inanition. In dis-
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Tablo 5. The co^nponent fat'b,'' C'Oids of t'le differeni 
butter fats expressed in v,'eight and "nolar 
perceatages"" 
Acid 
V»t. per 100 
GO'S) Mo, 
Before i>ariiig 
inanition inanition* 
Cow No. 2 
During 
inanition 4-
Molecules pei" 100 ffioleoulss 
Oow Ho. 1 
Before l>Jiring 
inanition inanition* 
Co;"; IJo, 2 
firing 
inanitioni" 
^'atiiratorl; 
G4 
•: 
10 
c 
u 
14 
^16 
n 
:i8 
•'•'20 
Total 
Unsaturatad; 
JlO 
^'12 
^14 
Olsio 
Mnolaio 
G 20 
Total 
1.2 2.7 9.7 3.5 7.9 
0.6 
- 0.1 1.2 0.1 
1.0 0.1 0.1 1.6 0.2 0.2 
1,8 0.2 JU.O 2.5 0.3 1.5 
2.5 0.1 0.6 3.0 0.2 0.7 
11.9 2.8 3.8 12.5 3.2 4^3 
23.5 20.0 22.1 22.1 8D.9 22.1 
11.6 14.3 9.9 9.B 13.5 8.9 
1.1 0.9 0,9 0.8 0,8 0.8 
57.5 39.6 41.2 o3.2 42.6 46.5 
I
0.2 o.?i 0.3 0.2 
0,2 
o.4i: 
0.2^ 0.3 « 0.3 
0.9 0.4^ 1.0 0.5 0.5 
3.2 1.4 2.0 3.0 1.5 2.0 
SB.9 52.8 51.7 SO. 5 50.1 46.9 
1 2.5 0.8 1.0 2.4 0.7 
0.8 3.2 5.5 0.6 2.9 2.9 
42,4 60.4 58« 36.7 57.4 53.5 
Total of all 22.6 4,8 9,1 32.1 7.9 15.7 
the acids 
up to 0;^^ 
3n'.n"i>le obtained by iaixing tlie fab seoroted on the llth and 12th 
days of inanition, 
+A pooled sample from the fat secreted on the last 6 days of inan­
ition. 
^fJhere the amount of lovjer acids present is Ter^r lev; and oleic acid 
predominates as in the fats of inanition, it is r)rohabls that the 
figures marlced are somewhat hlglier than the true values. 
• *From Smith and Dastur (9ij p» 1873), 
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Table 6. Component acids {hte, per oeatj of ox depot glycerides* 
English ox depot fats 
Acid periiiephrio Perinephric 
— 
n T TT 
0.2 0 B 1 0.5 
Kyristic 3,0 3,1 2.0 2,7 
Palmitic 29,2 24.9 26,9 30.4 
Stearic 21.0 24.1 26,5 23.7 
Arachidic 0.4 0,8 l.S 
Tatradeoenoio 0,6 0.4 0,4 0.4 
Hexadeconoic 2.7 2.4 1.9 1.7 
Oleic 41.1 41,6 39,1 53.3 
Octadeoadienoic 1,8 1.8 1.7 2.0 
^20-22 0.2 0.5 0.1 -
Iodine TOIUO 43.2 
^Adapted from Kilditoh, The Cheraioal Constitution of Katurai i'ats 
(38, p. 89). 
ouEsing this relationship cetif/een the lipids of blood and wilk Smith and 
Dastar state, "...it must be reffleiTi)0i'ed that at present there is no mefc-ns 
of analyzing the triglyceride fatty aoids of the blood by thamselTres 
but o:ily when -niTced v/lth those originally present as cholesteryl esters. 
There is, thsrofore^ Grery possihilit-.- that W'l- triglyceride acids of 
the blood may ohange and yet the ohange may be impossible to detecjtj and 
as these aoids probably form one of the most importaat soux-ces of milk 
fat, the disadvantage inherent in this fact for research work of the 
present tjw cannot be OTsrestimated," 
Sckles and Palmer (21, 22) in 1916 studied the influence of under-
feadinjj and ot/erfeeding on the composition and properties of buttarfat. 
In the oxpariments where the ini'luenoe of underfeeding vms studied Eckles 
and Palmer (22) used aovis that were in different stages of lactation. 
Those Gm>;s ware 'brou'^ht on svfnnor^f^] plfinfis n,f nutrition (15«70 per cent 
beloTj normal) from normal or supornorsial planes, VdtJiout exception these 
experiraeiats shosvsd a decline in sapoaification aad Heiahert-Meissl 
numbers and an increase of about 15 units in the iodine number of the 
tutterfat. Tho state of flesh and the plane of nutrition of the animal 
preidous to underfeeding were apj;® rentlj'- without influence x'iiile the 
degree and duration of underfeeding appeared to be of most importance. 
Physiological underfeeding, the underfeeding due to the inabilitjr of an 
animal to consuiao sufficient feed to support milk flow at early lao-
tatiou, xms also stiidied. Similar changes in the coinposition of the milk 
fat resulted in physiolo{!;ical underfeeding as vhen insu^'fic" ent feed tos 
supplied to the animals, The iodine -value increased from 4,5 to 11,0 
units above what was considered nornial for the animls, it TJES thought 
that these increases in iodine value restjlting from underfeeding iTCre due 
to the animals dramns", on thnir body reserves of fat T-'Viich, beins?; of a 
more unsaturated nature, would be expected to raise the iodine values 
of the milk fat. 
In the expeirlments -with overfeeding Eclcles and Palmer (21) found 
that Bhen oovjs on either a norriial or subnormal plane of nutrition were 
overfed (plane of nutrition varj.dng from normal to plus 104 per c-ent 
above nonnal) no changes in the composition of the milk or fat were noted. 
In factJ overfeeding tended to restore an abnormal composition to a 
normal one. 
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The large amount of literature ai/ailable on tiie effects of various 
feed stuffs on the ohemical composition of butterfat is truly amazing. 
The effects of ever}' coTn,Tnon feed stuff numornus nnoomTnon ones has 
been reported by scores of investigators. It is not intended by any 
means to present a complete review of this -work but it is hoped to 
enumerate the effects, primrily on iodine value, of the main feeds 
because a knowledge of their effects is pertinent to the problem that 
lies ahead. 
The fat in the feed is evi.dentlr the constituent v.'hioh modifies 
the chsHiical composition of milk fat, the extent of modification depend­
ing upon the composition and the amount of oil or fat fed, Neither 
proteins nor carbohydrates have any appreciable influence in changing 
the chem.ical composition of milk fat (47), 
Kaynard, McCay and Madsen (63) followed changes in the iodine values 
of blood lipids and milk fats of cows wiien fed in alternate periods 
rations containing fat of high and lo-w iodine value by varjdng the char­
acter of the o;ra,irL miyture. (The fat in the tiro feeds bad iodine TOliies 
of 107 and 43 respectively). They found that the iodine values of both 
the blood lipids and milk fats were high on the unsaturated food and 
dropped on the more saturated food. The results indicated the inter­
relationship between the degree of saturation of blood lipids and that of 
feed fat on one hand and milk fat on the other hand. Oianges in the blood 
lipids were smaller than the changes in the feed or milV. 'bvit this is 
explained by the fsot that l-ecaiise of the large irolume of blood and its 
rapid circulation sroall changes in it might vjell reflect large changes 
in the milk fat. 'iTass© 7jorkers point out that the blood values represent 
changes in total lipids i«hereas changes of larger loagnitude might have 
been found in the particular lipid fractions vfliich are the actual pre­
cursors of milk fato In half of the cases a marked change in t^e iodine 
value of the milk fat ivas noted durin^^ tlie first 18 hours folloTdng a 
change in ration and ia all cases ^-dthin the iiest 24 hours, iviaxiraum 
changes were attained ?ri.thin three to four days. These results illustrate 
a fdirly direct path from feed fat to milk fat vie the Mood, or if the 
course is not direct the various processes involved must take place very 
rapidly. 
Hunziker, Mills and Spitzsr (49) suppleraentsd a basal ration \rith 
various oils. These oils v/ere fed in small amounts at first and gradually 
increased until, at the end of the fifth day, pounds of oil were being 
fed. Corn oil increased the iodine value of the butterfat about 12 to 13 
units above the basal value. Linseed oil raised the iodine mlue 8 to 17 
units. Cottonseed oil raised the iodine value an average of 7 to 10 units. 
Similar results were obtained by Hill and ^almer (45) i?ho fed various 
oils with rations already supplying sufficient linseed oil 
(with an iodine value of 169,04) vsas fed at the rate of 0,8 to 1,25 
pounds daily the iodine value of the butterfat increased 8 to 16 units. 
The expected decline in hardness of the butter hov/everj, offset by a 
daclins in the Reichert-Meissl value. The moan difference bataeen the 
iodine and thiooyanogen -values for the hasal period ivas 3.53 units, /ifter 
the oil foeding period this diffarenoe was 4.98 units. Hiis indicated 
that linseed oil raises the amount of the fatty acids less saturated 
than oleic. Cottonseed oil, mth an iodine value of 103,55 when fed 
in amounts of 0,8 to 1 pound daily, raised the iodino value of the butter 
7 to 8 units. This oil had little effect in increasing the fatty acids 
less saturated than oleic. Tlhen 1 pounds of com oil -with an iodine 
value of 123.14 vias fed dailyj the iodine value of the hutter increased 
about 10 uni3S. Coconut fat witn an iodine value of 7.94, wiien fad in 
amounts of 0.8 to 1 pound daily, decreased the iodine value S to 5 units. 
The butter ms very hard and brittle. It vfas indicated from iodine and 
thiocyanogen values that this fat decreasecl the aoids less saturated 
than oleic. One pound of talloisi ^vith an iodine value of i7.48, ivhen 
fed daily, effected little change in the iodine value of the butter. 
Similarly, 1 pound of butter fed daily produced little chaxige in the 
composition of the milk fat. Since the above experiments involved an 
increase of T.'D.H, in a special fonnj these workers decided to replace 
the oil with cane sugar, fed in aniounts to raise the I'.D.K. to the same 
extent as vjiien the oils vjere being fed. The cane sugar had little effect 
on the composition of the butter, the iodine value being decreased only 
0.64 units. These v/orkers concluded that since sugar had no effect on 
the fat constants, the fat in the ration is evidently a more important 
factor in influencing butterfat composition tiian the other energy type 
feeds supplied and seems to modify the fat-forming processes going ou 
in thv9 body. 
Similarly Ifeise;-;-. (32) and Tansson nnd Clofsson (34) concluded that 
fats having a higher iodine value ttian lioriiial butterfat produce butter 
with a raised iodine value and increased softness. They "believe that 
the effoct of various concentrates on the consistency of butter is not 
only dependent upon t.'ie iodine value of the fat contained in them hut 
also upon t-eir fat ocntsnts, Hansen (32) showed this by feeding feeds 
from the same source but 'Kitn different fat contents. This is illustrated 
below in Table 7. 
Table 7. Fiffect of the same source feed -with different 
fat contents on the iodine value of V-utterfat'i' 
Feed Fat content Iodine value 
per cent of butterfat 
Soybean plus basal ration 16.9 41o3 
Soybean cakes plus basal ration 4.9 38,3 
Soybean meal plus basal ration 0,6 26.S 
*After Hansen (32). 
Maynard and McCay (62) found that a ration from vAiich most of the 
fat had been extracted with benzine and replaced by an isodynamically 
equivalent amount of starch lowered the milk and fat yield. There vias a 
oorrespondiiip; Imvering of the total fattjr acids and cholesterol of the 
blood and lovjered iodine nuraber of the milk fat. These results ai-e 
interesting in view of the previously cited -viork of Lokles and JPalmer (22) 
and Smith and Dastur (9l) who found that underfeeding resulted in raising 
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the iodi.no numner of milk fat. The resnlts of IjSajmard anrl TroCay, howeirerj 
show a loTOi- iodine Talue on a lovj-fat ration. These viorkers explain 
this discrepancy on the hasis that their aniaiais, -vviien on a low fat ration, 
vwre f-amishod an adeqxmte supply of energy, and therefore, did not drs.w 
upon thoir reserves to arn; Tnar^ec^ extent for a snnroe n-f jnilk fat hut 
probably used instead the feed carbohydrate for this purpose. This 
was substantiated by the fact that the change from one ration to another 
was v;ithout effect on the weights of the animals. These results further 
suggest that the carbohydrate ms not as suitable or useful as the feed 
fat for meeting the requirements of the rnaTimrj'' gland mth the result 
that the lipids in the blood were gradually reduced and the secretion 
of milk dropped due to a deficient supply of one of its precursors. 
Williams and Maynard (102) also found that the iodine value of the total 
lipids in the blood plasma of goats gradually fell when they vwre placed 
on a fat-free diet. 
A large amount of data has aocumulatod over the years oonoerning 
the effects of soybeans and cottonseed products on the chemical com­
position of butter because of the importance of these two protein supplo-
iiients and tbeir obvious influence on the o^iaracter nf butter. These 
reports are in fairly general agreement that soybeans produce a soft 
butter (71, 31, 69* 70, 105j 46, 15, 59, 12). uoodale (31), for instance, 
found that butter became progressively softer as tPie soybean content of 
the grain ration was increased frran 25 to 33 to 50 per cent of the grain 
ration. Filliams (l03) at this station found that when 1,5 to 3 pounds 
of soybean oil were fed daily the effect of the oil on the iodine value 
of the milk fat was the same as if 23 per cent of the oil had been 
mixed viith the original butterfat. He also noticed that each time the 
rations were changed and the eov/s received a greater amount of unsaturated 
feed fat, the percentage of linoleic acid in the butterfat reached a 
maxiimim during the first week of the feeding trial and dropped to a 
minimum during tne last vfeek of the trial, ftiliiams suggested that 
this might indicate that as the aovja beceme accustomed to tho feed they 
improved their ability to convert the linoleic acid in the sojrbean fat 
into fatty acids more common to butterfat. 
Frye (28) found that \vhen cows vjere fed either linseed rasal or 
cracked soybeans as 11,1 per cent of the concentrate mixture over a long 
feeding period (l93 days), the cows appeared to adjust themselves to the 
ration so that the iodine numbers of th.eir respective butterfats were 
of about the same magnitude and their differences fairly consistent, 
Y,ihen these feeds were fed for short periods and then changed, the fat 
matabolisra of the cov<s seemed to be disturbed so that the differences 
beti'feen the iodine numbers of the butterfat were not ver/ consistent. 
The o'-anges in the butterfat were largely dependent on the changes in 
the oleic acid content of the butterfat, Eie iodine numbers of the butter­
fat from cows fed linseed raeal -were generaliy higher Wian tnoae fed cracked 
soybeans. 
Cottonseed products are peculiar in that even thour^h they raise the 
iodine value of the butterfat (23, 64, 68, 36) they produce fxnn, hard 
or gunmiy butter (36), iliis is probably due to an alteration in tlie other 
component acids in such a jnannsr that the meltii;^ point of the fat is 
raised. In this respsot many investigators haire found that the volatile 
fatty acids decrease by feeding oottonsaed products (35, 35j SO, 57, 23\ 
Holland et al. (47) studied the effects of coconut fat, peanut oil 
and soybean oil on tiig composition of milk fat. The coconut fat, vmich 
is rich in laurio and myristic acids and poor in unsaturated acids, 
decreased all tbo soluble acids in inoroasini;; amounts from butyric to 
oapric, increased lauric and mjrristic, and decreased the oleic acid 
content. Peamt oil, vihioh contains about 56 per cent oleic and 26 per 
cent linoleic acid, increased butyric, dooreassd all the acids from 
eaproio to. palmitic in increasing amounts and increased stearic and oleic 
materially. Soybean oil, vfhic''' contains about 25 per cent oleic, 53 per 
cent linoleic and 3 per cent linolenic acids, increased buty.ric and 
decreased all other acids from caproic to palmitic in increasing amounts 
(except caprylicj and increased stearic and oleic. The question arose 
as to whether the high iodine numbers of the butterfat from cows receiv­
ing; peanut and soi/^bean oil might not be due in part to the direct 
assimilation and transference of linoleic and linolenic acids from the 
oils fed. iiov/evar, no appreciable quantities of an acid more unsaturated 
than oleic was found in t-ho butter. The content of oleic aoid responded 
the most readily of the coinponent acids to influences of feed. 
In a similar connection, Hilditch (38, p. 119) discusses tw in­
vestigations from his laboratorj' by iiilditcii and Sleightholme i, 42) and 
Hilditch and Thompson ^^44) where various oils und oil cakes -were fed. 
The following fatty feeds were added to a basal ration; 
Coconut cake 7 lb. daily for two weeks previous to analysis 
Soj-'tiean cake 5.2 lb, daily for two vreeks previous to analysis 
Linseed oil 4 oz. daity for two weeks previous to anah/sis. 
Goconut oil J •whicli is rich in laurio and myi'istic acids, had little 
effect on most of the component acids hut increased the araounts of lauric 
and rayristic to ahout teiice tlieir usual amount. This suggested that sojae 
of the lauromyristins passed directly into the mill: fat. 
Soybean oake and linseed oils ir. spite of the-high iinoleic content 
of both oils and of the high linolenio acid content of linseed oilj 
failed to shov/ a significant inoreaso in the acids more unsaturated than 
oleic. This suggested that neither the linoleio nor linolenio acid of 
seed fats are readily assimilated by oovjs or retained as sueii by the 
majimary gland. These tvro feeds shovjed no great divergence from nomal 
as regards effecting', co'iponent acids oth^r than sli?'itly increasing the 
oleic acid in the fat from tlie oop; receiving linseed oil, 
BroYm et al. (15) reported that vjhen almost completely hydroger^ated 
soyabean oil vi&s fed to coviSf a slight increase in the iodine value of 
the milk fat tos noted \i)iiich these authors attributed to a desaturation 
of, the stearic glycerides in the hydrogenated fat. 
This report stimulated an investigation by Hilditch and Jasperson (4 
with 15 Ayrshire lieifersj approxims-tely in the same stage of lactation 
that were divided into five groups of three and fed as followss 
Group 1 - basal control diet 
(ji'oup 2 •• baaal diet plus 8 oz, refined g;round nut oil (iodinQ 
value 88) daily 
Group 3 - basal diet plus S oz. hydrogenated groundnut oil 
(iodine value 45) daily 
Group 4 ~ basal diet plus R oz, Wdrof^enated p;roundnut oil 
fiodine valuo 1?) dnlly 
ftrw^p 5 - basal diet plus R oa. refined palm kernel oil 
(iodine value 17) daily 
Tl^e unhydrogsmted groundnut oil, though containing about 20 per cent 
of linoleic acid, did not appreciably alter the content of ootadecadienoic 
acid in inilk fat but significantly increased the oleic acid content. The 
hydrogens-ted {-roundnut oil with an iodine value of 45 had a similar effect 
on the rivHk fat as the unhydrogenated groundnut oil, and increased the 
oleic acid content. The milk fat from the cows fed hydrogenated ground­
nut oil with an iodine value of 17 vra-s remarkably similar in composition 
to the control fat except for a slight increase in oleic acid and a 
dafinite increase in stearic acid. This m.s explained as follOTS, Ahout 
half the hydrogenated fat (iodine value 17) consists of fully saturated 
glycerides (tristearin, etc.) of high melting point, xMnioh are only 
present in the liquid phase in the eo?/'s digestive tract in so far as 
they may be held in solution by t^^e rernfi.inin'r part of tbp fatj which 
consists of mono-oleo-disaturated glycerides such as oleodistearin. 
The only portions to pass into the blood stream ?jouldj therefore, be 
mono-oleo-disaturatad giycsrides in which oleodistearin would predominate, 
and tliis is reflected in the slightly increased proportions of oleic and 
stearic aold in the resulting milk fat. They concluded that it is quite 
unnecessary/ to presume that the desaturation of stearoglycerides takes 
place in the case of ini^ested highly hydrogenated fats. 
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ihe efi'oots cin the cjorapoaitiori gf Kilk fat ot mrioiis i;,rai'!.iE in 
conceatrate mixtvu'es fed to ccnvf. is pririmriiy dote rained by t!(e nature 
ar<f: RTKJimt nf o^. 1 nresent in tbg rmins. This v®s lltostratei" by "'•ill 
and ''alrsGr (45J ^fho fcund t'r.st v;hen cats roplaces l;f.rley in a ;;rRin 
nuxbure the iodiiio value was inaraased 'i»20 units, iuien curu repiaeed 
barley tiis iodine value inercased 6»34 unite, .^ince ooi'n and oats 
ci.mta'bi Si lart'er poroentsKe of oil thp.n bsrl^y tItRv oovjoinc^efl tho 
oil in the con' und oats vffis rsspcnsirle for th<- obsRrwtd. To 
Gficc< part of this work theae worksi's added ocra oil to the ration. 
Since the digestible Tat in the corn ration eAceoded that in the basal 
ration by about 0»3 poundSj tlds smoimt of com oil v;as added to the 
basal ration. '.Hie iodint? value v/iss incn'oased 4.24: units by this acWition. 
•eeds ric^ in carbohydrates snc? -ooor in -v^jgstsble nils si?oh as bests, 
sugar beota^ beet leaves end tops, mangelsj fojrnips, sugarj nolassos, 
beet pulp, potatoes, s-sjeat potRtws, s^vset coni i'odder, oorn silagCj 
com raeal and bran depress the iodiiio value of buttorf'at (47» 45j ?2, 
643 '"iSs 2J S7) and tend tc iRorsase the percentaps of volstilo acids so 
thet ti;oir effect on the rGeltiiij^ point of butterfat is variable! ano not 
vor;f pronouaoed (l-?). 
'i'he sffects uf corn silage ms sti.('iisd by iiunaiker (49)„ ive Ted 
two ocfws alterTiHtelt/ rations lyit'i anri •cntbnut corn silngo. T!-b nresencc 
of com silsf^e in the ration remItetl in a lov«erin>- of the iodine value 
of the butterfat* The average iodij» values for the non-silaf,e and 
silage rations were M,"? and 29,6 respectively. 
Hansson and Olofsson (34) found that silage produces a harder butter 
than hay. Clover hay, timothy hay and oat sstrai-j produced butter of 
about the saiae composition. 
Heraer and co-vrorkers (36, 37, 65) reported that Tjhea a ration 
containin;'" silage ms coTipared vath one oontaining hay in -olacs of the 
silage, the buttorfat from the silage fed cov/s had a Icnver iodine value. 
Corn silage produced butter with a lo'wer iodine value than did sorif;h'vim 
silage. The fat constants of the buttor producod from Joinison grass, 
Sudan grass, Bermuda grass, soybean and lespedeza hays •were not signif­
icantly different fro:". the hutter prO''h.ic;ed froni al-falfn ha'r, with the 
exception of lespedeza, wiiich produced a higher iodine number. 
Two California vjorkers, Jiichardson and jibbot (81) showed increases 
in. iodine value and decraases in the Reichert-Meissl value v/hen alfalfa 
hay was used as the sole diet for dairj' cows. Hovjever, in spite of the 
increase in iodine value tha Imtter produced -viias sticlcy and crumbly. 
This ivas probably due to the decrease in the Reichort-Meissl value that 
occurred when the iodine value increased. 
Hansen and Shaw (35) compared a ration of alfalfa hay, corn silage, 
and a grain iiixture, vath one containing only alfalfa hay. Alfalfa hay 
increased the iodine value (Table ?•)• 
Hill and Palmer (45) found that ohanj^ing from a heru ration consist­
ing of a i^raiu mixture of barley and bran plus alfalfa hay and corn 
silage to a ration containing the same grain mixture plus timothy hay 
resulted in a drop of 4.29 iodine nurabers in 1!? days. VJlion they changed 
Table 8, Tlje effects of alfalfa hay on tho iodine Yal'ag of 
buttsrfat* 
Periled I'^aration Peed Average iocJine values 
Holsteiiis Jerseys 
I 10 days Full faed 51,29 
37 da^ji,? Alfalfa hay 37,23 
30 days I'Vll feed 34,44 
26 days Alfalfa hay 37.58 
28.36 
37.52 
21.91 
37.15 iv 
^SvorasT^.'- of data presented by IJansen and Shaw (33, p. 52). 
from the herd ration to a ration -coiataininp; tha sejae grain irdxture plus 
only alfalfa hay tlis iodine value drop^^ed 4.7 units in 19 days. Thus 
alfalfa nay and timothy hay had about gqual effects on butterf&t cofi-
poaiticn when fed in oc#'inati.o:a u'ith s. Iwj-f&t ^rain mixturo. T>iepe 
feeds produoed a hard inferior hutter. 
Fro!n the data presented in the follovdng pa,ragraphs on the effects 
of Tarioub hays on hutterfat coinposition it might be oonstruad that the 
effects of the various hays are not vary different from one another. 
Futiziker, Mills and Spitser (49) in 1912 report tho results of an 
EXPERIWSNT ••^ihere thsy fed Jersey COTJS, during the winter, a ration of 
alfalfa hay, corn nilagc and a grain mixture. The buttar from these cmvs 
had sn average iodine value of 2S,Z'd, in iMay these sows were ailwed for 
one TJ©ok from one to t;TO hours per day of tluegrasE pastixre in addition 
to the dry feed ration, it the end of this tirao, the tiutter had an 
iodino ^'ftlue of 30.48. These oov;s wre then put on pasture and all dry 
feed ims v/ithdravra. The iodine viilue roee to S7.7ii, This increase of 
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iodine iraluo vas accompanied by a vgv}; marked softening of the butter. 
Harisson ond Olofsson (34) state that feed stuffs fed in summer such as 
pasture grass, mixtures of j^rass and clover and also coarse green, fodder 
yield a soft butter with a high iodine vs.lue. Pastures vi/iiicl) consist 
chiefly of youag red clover have the strongest effect in this respect, 
I'sTien the grass and green fodder are dried for hay or ensilod, the no-.'jer 
of the green plants to yield a soft lutter is lost. Lyons (61) in 
Ireland analyzed samples of Irish butter collected from two irisn orsam-
eries at fortnightly intesnrals during 1931. The ocmis -Bent on pasture in 
May and the iodine value ivent up about 10 units nnd dropped domi ai-'^ain 
when the cows were taken off pasture in October. October was also the 
end of the lactation period for the majority of these animals. He noted 
that there is a gradual increase in iodine value as the pasture season 
advances. This increase he suggested might be due to the gradual de­
crease in protein and increase in fiber content of the pasture. Stout 
and Stein (95) found higher iodine values and refractive indices from 
spring and suromer butter produced in Oregon when considerable pasture was 
available than from winter butter. Hill and Palmer (45) analysed butter-
fat from the University of Minnesota herd previous to turning onto grass 
pasture and for trro weekly periods thereafter. This change resulted in 
an increase in iodine value of 3,17 units. To throw further light on 
the effect of pasturej tvio cows Yisre removed from pasture durir^i the 
summer. The iodine value decreased 3.77 units indicating that the changes 
observed could be attributed to r,rsss. Hilditch and Sleightholme (42^ 
found when a herd of ten Shorthorn cows wore changed from an indoor 
•winter feed to spring pasture the iodine value increased 6 units. Dean 
and Hilditch (20) followed up this study to obtain additional information 
on the chant^e in the composition of butterfat resulting from a change 
from winter feeding to pasture feeding. Five cows were used and corriposite 
samples were taken periodically from these animals. In the v,Inter of 
1932 (extending up to April 25) the eoivs received a diet of 14 pounds 
meadow havj 50 pounds mangels and 14 to 21 pounds of ooncentrats mixture, 
3u.rin,f^ an Intermediary period extending from April 26 to May 1 the cows 
received 7 pounds hay, 25 pounds mangels, 9 to 15 pounds concentrate 
plus grass frosi d;3U a.m. to 5:00 p.m. Durinji the supmier period, 
h'i&Y 3 oni®rds, the cov/s received grass day and night mith 6 to 12 pounds 
of concentrate. The covs freshened DetYjeen ^ecemher l"ol and 
February Z, 1932. The change occurring in iodine value as a result of 
change in feed is shoi'm below. 
Data Period Iodine No. 
Karcli 21 22 j 1932 Vfinter 40«5 
April 30 & May 1, 1932 Intermediate 45.9 
4-5 days on grass 
May 27 & 2R, 1932 Summer 45.0 
24-25 days on grass 
A complete suialysis of the fatty aoids revealed an increase of about 4 
mols per cent in tlie unsaturated acids as a i-esult of changing from 
winter rations to pasture. Tne compensating fall in the molar per cent 
of fatty acids seems to be confined to butyric and stearic equally. 
Hie other aoids shovi no significant change, work along similar lines -was 
conducted in 1940-41 by Rilditch Rtid Jasrserson ''39', These u'orlrers 
analyzed the buttorfat from S Shorthorn co?;s, intermediate in lactations 
and on a daily diet of 21 pounds hay and 50-60 pounds grass silsags. 
Tlie aainials received this diet for se-ren weeks preparatory' to sampling. 
A second analysis TOS made of the butterfat from a herd of 70 Shosrfchom 
corns on early summer pasture and in -rarious stages of lactation. A 
third analysis was made of the butterfat from a herd of 70 Ayrshire 
cows on Bumiaer pasture. Tliese animls vrere also in -various stages of 
lactation. The iodine values of the butterfat obtained during these 
three periods are presented beiovn 
Date .toimals Feed Iodine no, of 
butterfat 
Vsinter of 1940-41 5 Shorthorns Silage and hay 3'/,5 
June 194:1 70 bhorthoras Early summer 4£i.9 
pasture 
August 1941 70 ij^arehires Late suiimier 40 »5 
pasture 
A complete analysis of the fatty acids revealed a decided increase in the 
oleic aoid,content of the pasture butter. The hay, silage and pasture 
grass were analyzed chemically. From these analyses HiHitoh and Jasper-
son calculated that if the cows received 120 pounds of pasture grass 
daily their diet would be almost identical in proportions of lipinsj 
carbohydrates and proteins v/ith the winter diet of 21 pounds hay and 50 
to 60 pounds silage; yet an increase in oleic acid content was noticed 
when the cows went on grass. From their results in this and earlier work, 
these v/orkera suggest that the fall in oleic acid during winter is not 
conditioned by ingestion of different dietarj' constituents from those in 
the suinraer feed, tut "Tuis effect must, thereforoj be asorited to some 
other seasonal ciiaagej such as temperature or, perhaps mors lilcslyj, 
diffsranoe in freedom of movement or exercise." Iii this study Hilditch 
and Jasporson compBre the lodino -"mliies as a ^^:lnGtion of feed 'or season); 
the data were not determined with milk fat from the sane animals at the 
various seasons, in dramng their oonclusions relative to season they 
ccmpleteljr ignored the effect of individual and hreed differences. 
BrouiTOr and Frens (is) found that the feeding of pastura grass in-
crerjsed tlio iodine valuo of the butterfat. They noticed that the per­
centage of fat in the grass daoreesed as the pasti.J.re season progressed. 
They found that the iodine value cf the butter dropped v.'hen the grass 
ms made into hay or ensiled even though the fresh grass ms ensiled bji-
the AIV' method. They stated that the factor in fresh grass that produces 
a high iodine -ralue is deGtroj''ed by ensiling. Brouiver and ?rpns fertil­
ized half of a pasture -with nitrogen fertilizer and loft the other half 
unfertilized. They then out the grass and fed it totivo groups of cows; 
one of the groups getting the grass from the fertilized part and the 
other frorfl the unfertilized parte The butterfat produced 'bj the ?;roup 
fed the fertilized grass had a higher iodine value than the other group. 
In another period the grass from the unfertilized field was fed to both 
groups. This resulted in a lowering of the iodine value of the group 
that }md been receiving fertilized grass. These results are shoxm in 
Table 11. The protein content of the fertilized grass \7ae 6,5 per cent 
and of the unfertilized grass 3.2 per cent. Thus the iodine value seemed 
Table 11. The effect of fertilized and unferbilized grass on 
the iodine valne of '"'utterfat* 
! Group 1 : Crroup 2 : Diff. 
Periods^ ; Sampling dates : Iodine value :Iodine Talue ;&roup 1-
; 10 cows :13 cows jGroup 2 
Yiinter ration vdnter ration 
1. Ylinter ration 27-29 Apr. 31,90 32,67 
of hay-j silage 29-30 Apr« 32.78 32,60 
and oonoenti'8.t9 l- 3 Fajr 32.08 32.70 
S- 4 May 32.60 33,16 
5- 6 Ivlay 32.48 32.90 
Average 32.37 32.81 -0,44 
Fertilized grass Unfertilized 
grass 
2, Pasture grass 25-27 May 46,5G 45.94 
only (fertilized 27-23 lay 44.06 42.28 
and unfertilized) 2- 4 June 45,00 40. 3n 
cut and fed to 5 - 7  J u n e  43.79 39.19 
animals in bam 7- 8 June 41.08 36,01 
8-10 June 39.98 36,42 
ATTsrage 43.41 39.70 •I-3.71 
Unfertilized Unfertilized 
grass grass 
3. Crrass from non -14-16 June 42.11 40.94 
fertilized field 17-18 June 38.78 3B.37 
cut and fed with 19-21 June 28.46 3d ,34 
concentrate 21-22 June 38.12 37,38 
22-24 June 38,16 o7.21 
24-25 June 37.71 37.85 
ATOrage 38,89 38.35 W.54 
*?ro;n ^rouvier and Frens (13) 
associated with the protein oontent, xhore \vas no apparent correlation 
bet'/,'06n the fiber content of the grass and the iodina value of tlie 
butter. It seeras possible that as the protein content of the grass was 
inoreasod by fertilization other thinj^s in the plant i^ould bo stimilated 
•'.'jhich iTiight influence the iodine valiie and thv,s make the correlation 
vjith protein only an aooidental oxie. This possibility- is not mentioned 
by these vforkarst Eheir work, hoTOVsr, does oontradiot the hypothesis of 
Kilditch and -Jasperson ^39) thst the increRsed iodine vs.lve vAen oows go 
on pasture is likely d".o to difference in fr'^-?dcT^ rnoveTOnt or exorcise 
because Drouwer and Vrens obtained increases in the iodine toIug of 
butterfat from cows that were stanchioned in the barn and vi'ere fed cut 
pasture grasses, 
Brouwer and Mm Albada (14) analysed fresh grass, grass hay, and 
pasture grass to see if they could help to substantiate a hypothesis that 
the increase in iodine value of butterfat when cows receive pasture 
grass is a result of a greater ajn.ount of fat present in fresh grass than 
in hay and/or to a more unsaturated fat in the fresh grass. They used a 
raodificiation of the siethod employed by Chibnall and Channon 0.6) to 
obtain quantitative mfoimation on the fatty acirls of leaf f^lycaridos. 
They foui-,d tliat the fatty acids ^n^esejit amounted to to Z.il per 
cent of the drj' matter in fresh gi-ass,0«65 to O.SS in grass hay, and 
2,20 to 2.26 in young green clover. The fatt}/ acids present in the fresh 
?;rass had an -iodine •JB.lue cf frc^:! 130 to 1?0; rrrass hay from 120 
to 145j and in the clover frm 195 to 203. The total mole cular weights 
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of tlie fatty acids of the forages vrere all about the same. These data 
are presented in Table 12. It v/as found that the iodine value of the 
buttei- from the cows fed grass or red cloirer were higher than from those 
fed hay. These woi-lcars again drew attention to the fo.ct that the 
Table 12. The ohGiraoal composition of fresh grass, grass hay 
and young gi-oen clover* 
Date 
Total 
Drn; matter oompoeition (per cent) 
Fatty acids Ether 
nitrogenous extract In tho dry In the fat 
matter material raatorial 
Properties of 
the fatty aoids 
Iodine Averaf!:s 
valui? mol. -vvt. 
Fresh grass 
25-11-41 18.9 3.49 1.29 57 179 289 
31-12-41 21.9 5,96 1,43 38 177 290 
18- 8-42 20.9 5.02 1.71 34 192 277 
25- 8-42 20.0 4.55 1.5G 34 183 278 
10- 9-42 25.4 6.91 2.41 35 193 282 
Grass hay 
25- 9-41 7.5 • 2.60 0.9S 36 145 294 
19-11-41 9.8 2.85 0.82 29 126 314 
9-12-41 7,4 2,64 0.86 S3 127 310 
22-12-41 9.4 2.58 0,65 25 121 314 
19- 8-42 8.3 2.24 0,85 37 140 290 
3- 9-42 9.2 2.29 0,69 30 136 278 
Young grsan clover 
6-10-42 26,1 6.57 2.20 33 203 284 
6-11-42 29.0 6.59 2.22 34 195 282 
24-11-42 27.8 7.25 2.26 31 195 286 
*From Prou'trer and Yan Alhada (14). 
nitrogenous matter is higher in green s^raas than in hay tut do not 
discuss' it beyond pointing out this fact, Brouwer and Van Albada 
point out that CTOn though sone woi-kers doubt that the fat in the grass 
has a great i?ifl-aene-e cn the cr.npoeitior! of milk fat due to the sm;tll 
percentage of fatty aoids in the graBS, it must be remembered that the 
quantity of grass eaten is considerable. 
Some interesting calculations may ho made by using these fife,xires 
(Table 1?.) of "rcuwsr and Van Albada, For exarr.ple, a oosj ao-'is'Jtiing 
100 po-jnds of pasture grass a day (containing 25 per cent iry siatter) 
would be reoeiviiig about 0»44 pounds of a nighiy unsatui-atod fat fraa the 
pasture while a oo-w consuming ?.0 pounds of grass hay a day (con-
tainin^ 90 per cent di^r matter) ^.'oulrl only "bs reoeiiring about 0.22 
pounds of a loss unsaturated fat. 
At this point it might be vjell to survey rdiat is knovai of the con-
position of leaf fatSj espeoially pasture grasses. Hilditoh (38, p» 139) 
has a good roTiew of the ivork done on tho component acids of loaf fat, 
but points out that the oornplexitj;" of leaf fats has preventsd any vei7/ 
detailed aocount of tho.'.r components, Ha states that in gensral tho day 
inatter in pasture grasses contains 4 to 6 per cent of total lipids. This 
is made up of 1,5 to 4 per cent of glycsrides and 0.5 to 1 per cent of 
•waxes. The remainder comprises other unsaponifiable ma.ttar and phos­
pholipids, Smith and Chibnall (90) found that cocksfoot 'Daot-ylia 
gloraerata) contained on a diy weight basis 2.2 per cent of glycerides, 
Poremial I'yej^rass (Loliua perenne) contained 1,7 per cent of glycerides. 
In Gota these grasses the leaf glycerides coixtaixied about the follovdng 
weight percenta^ies of acids: saturated 10-17, oleic 16-23, liiioleic 30-21, 
and linolenio 44-39, Shorland (S7) made similar general observations on 
tho lipids present in ''sw' Zealand pasture i^rasses. % found that on a 
dry v/eight basis oocksfoot (Dactylis glomerata) contained 3.2 per cent 
of glyceridee -which were composed of myristic i.4a palmitic 11.2, stearic 
E,6j ae arachidio 1.5, tetradecenoic 0.4, hexadeoenoio 6.4, and un­
saturated Cjg 76.5 per cent (vjeight). liilditch (38, p. 140) gives the 
results of a priTOte communication from Jasperson and Burke ?Ao found a 
sample of Tii^od pasture grasses to contain 17.8 per cent by weight of 
saturated components 2.9, 3.3, 9.4, Cj^g 1,5, Cg^ 0.7). The 
remainder -vms composed of unsaturated components of iiiiich the unsaturated 
Cjg acids comprised 78.5 per cent of the total acids present. The un­
saturated Cj_0 acids appeared to contain the following weight percentages; 
linolenic 50, linoleic 15-25, and the remainder being oleic. 
Recently in holland Adrian! et al, (1, p. 124) found that pasture 
grass contained 2.5 per cent of fatby acids ?^iich had an iodine value of 
186.9. 
Brouiver end Van Albada (14) found that the iodine value of the 
butter falls as the pasture matures and suggested that a study be ms.de on 
the influence of the maturity of the pasture grass on the content and 
iodine value of the fatty acids contained in the plant.. In 1943 Bromrar 
studied the effect of maturity/- of pasture grass and -whil? his work is not 
available, it is referred to in a Dutcli publication by Adriani et al« 
(l, p« 62), These data of iirouwer's as presented by Adriana et al. are 
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pi'ssented belovj. 
Seasonal change in the fatty acid content and composition of 
pas'btire grass 
Date Fatty acid (per cent) Iodine v. -ralue 
14 April 1943 
3 May 1943 
itiay 194o 
9 June 1943 
27 Jujie 1943 
3.65 
3.28 
2.59 
2.17 
1.62 
186 
187 
177 
175 
164 
These data sho?/ that as the nast'ire «:rass natures the fat percentage 
falls with a oonourreat fall in the iodine valuej both effects vjould tend 
to cause the iodine value of the butterfat to fall as the season adTOnces. 
while ErouT/er and Van Albada (l4) found the iodine value cf hutterfat to 
fall as the pasture season progressed this TOS not found by Adriani et al. 
(l) vjho actually found the reverse to bs true. 
Adriani, Tamsma, ¥ogel and Crroot (1) determined the refracti\''e 
inde:: of the milk fat from a number of cows at their experimental farm 
at Beduiiis Holland, in increase in refraction and, oonsoquentlyj a soft 
milk fat was found et the change from stable to pasture feedinp;, and a 
decrease in refraction and firm milk fat at the change from pasture to 
stable. As the grazing period advanced the refraction showed a gradual 
increase. This increase ivas attributed by Adriani et al. to be due to 
the effect of admnoing lactation. 
^Tl-ie author is indebted to Dr. A.F. Tamsm for translating and 
interpreting a good portion of the material in this article. 
Adriani et al. (l) noxt ejtperimented v/ith groups of coivs on differ­
ent farms in the province of Groniiigenj Kolland. Tlisse cows received 
no supplemont to the pasture grass that they were receiving. It ;vas 
found that poorer pastures led to a hi£;h0r refraction Bnd softer butter. 
'Iliey also noticed tiiat the soil ^as an important factor. Heaw clavs 
yislded tiie fimiest butter xvhile peaty ground the softest. They follovjed 
up these results by analyzing the milk fat fron various groups of cows 
in different provinces in Holland, Attention also paid to the 
chenical composition of the crass that these ocn,vs received. They found 
that a high percentage of starch-like substances in the g^rass led to a 
finn butter and a hitih percentage of crude protein to a soft butter. 
Both these results are in line mth what mif^ht he expected on the strength 
of what has appeared in the literature. A hi?.h op.loiuTT! content of the 
grass led to, a firm butter and grasses with hij^h chloride contends j-jroduced 
a soft butter. The significance of these tivo observations is not at all 
clear. 
Prankena and Tamsma (97) in Holland, recently studied the effect of 
feeding artificially dried hay on the iodine value of butterfat, 'Tvro 
groups of cows ^sere grazed on a pastars during the sumer. Durin?; the 
winter the co¥<s were placed in a barn, (me group nas fed field cured 
hay as the roughage and the other group artificially cured hay® 
I'he artificially cured liay maintained the high iodine values of 
tlie bijitterfat obtained during pasturage whereas the iodine wlue 
dropped i,'dtii the cows receiving field cured hay. Evidently the factor 
in pasture grass vmich raises the iodine value of butterfat and 
wiiich is believed destroyed by field curing is not destroyed by 
artificially curing the grass. 
Season 
The seasonal variation in the iodine values of butter from seven 
different countries and five states in this oountrj^ are presented in 
Table 15. These data_ sho^-j some interesting trends in iodine vajc.es 
Tfiith season in various differing geographical locations. Although the 
butter shorim in columns 3^ 3, 4^ 5, and 6 differ widely in origin, they 
show ver3'' similar seasonal trends in iodine value. The iodine values 
in all these butters are highest in. the summer months and lov.'est during 
the vdnter Hiontiis, The \Morkers contributing the data in these five 
oolTJiima attribute this increase in the iodine value during early sumner 
to the chanjire from a dr^ feed in •','nntor to wsture in sumer. Ilorzer (56) 
Tjho analyzed the butter from Mississippi and Iviinncsota points out the 
fact that the iodine value of the fcississippi butter was highest in May 
;vhen it reached 36.8. The loivest points occurred in November and 
December. The Minnesota butter reached its highest point of 42«8 in 
July and its loTOst point of 30.1 in December. The earlier arrival of 
grass in Mississippi is believed to cause the earlier rise in iodine 
value of this butter. The feeding of cottor^eed products and the pre­
dominance of the Jersey breed in the south Trvere thought to be the factors 
contributing to lower iodine values as a whole in the Mississippi butter. 
The English butterfats in columns 8a and ab show definite increases 
in iodine value when the aniirials are clianged from indoor winter feeding 
Table 13. tisasonal variR-tionB in iodine value of liutter from -various geographical looations 
To dine \n5ilur 
Location KissiEs ippi j.r 
(36)'^' ; 
inneso-fca 
(36) 
J Ind i(iim 
J (49) 
I Kasterns 
;Oregon i 
: (95) ; 
Dorxmar' 
(34) 
. • K5 s 
» 
;c?d<3n ! t^ov/ t 
iEealands 
; (13) J 
J-n ;;land 
(20,42) 
J England : 
i(20,42): 
S ! 
Ire land 
(4) 
: Ind ia 
! ( 33 ) 
Year 1938 ; 19S2 5 1907 s 1833 ; « ! 1938-42: 1939 ! 1930 s 1932 194142 
Column 1 : a s S : 4 ; 5 0 6 ! 7 O'-a ! 8"-b ! 0 s 10 
Month 
Jan, 
Feb . 
33.1 
35,9 
31.5 
31. 5 
31.30 
31.97 
21.61 
3S.00 
30.8 
31.2 Sl.O 
34. S 
35.7 38.9 
39.6 
39.5 40,0 
Mar» 33 . 7 33.1 
(.a 
35 «6 '62.Q o  1 » 4  33«43 31.7 36.3 34. 37.3 3'". 3 
Apr, 35. S o3.3 Ot) » oO 34.30 
35 . 39'^ 
32.3 38.3 43.3 o '^-. 3 
h'fly 36.0 35.3 35.95 37 ,3 41.6 3^^. 3 37.0 
Jun® 32.9 •6'7.5 38 .23 35 «98 33.5 33.9 40,2 44.2 3'I .1 
July 34.4 42,n 37.10 36.46 39.4 39.7 30,8 39.3 
Aug . 34,6 41,0 3 •'.99 3S.95 40.n 40.0 5P.1 41^5: , 
Sept. 34.0 39.0 35.36 36 ,1S 3P.2 3P.1 41.3° 
Cot. 33.9 37.0 34.2 7 34.92 53.0 31.9 37.S 43.0 
Mov, 32.1 3S.0 30 .66 31.9d oO.o 34 ,0 42. S 42.3 
Doo» 32 .5 oO.l 30.30 31,16 30 .4 33. sj 3o.3 41.3 36.0 
^Hcferonoes to bibliography* 
^1937. ^1^31. 
to pasture feeding, Hilditch and Slsightholm (42) disoussing these 
results believe that the minimum iodine value of the 1929 butter was 
observed during early i'larch because this sample -was collected immediately 
follovang the intense cold of February 1929. The minimum iodine value of 
the 1930 butter TOS observed twrards the end of February which coinoided 
•with the coolest period of the winter. The vanter of 1930 was particularly 
mild and i'c is for this reason that these workers believe that the iodine 
values for the -winter of 1930 are higher than those for the mnter of 1S29. 
Hilditch and Sleightholm conclude that these results suggest that an im­
portant factor affecting the comoosition of butterfat may be atmospheric 
temperature, particularly during the vdnter months. Other factors ro-
sponsibio for tiiese changes in tho winter ai'e attributed to either the 
change from outdoor to indoor conditions or from grass to indoor rations 
or both. They fb.rther state that the annesrsnce of a more saturated 
fatty acid mixture under cold conditions is in harmony with accepted viev/s, 
in so far that the body reserves of fat may be more dravm upon under cold 
conditions and presumably the more unsaturated portions will be more 
readily consumed. 
The Irish butter reported in column 9 of Table 13 differs from the 
butters of other countries in that the difference betY.'sen suramsr and 
vdnter is not verj/ pronounced, Arup (4) believes this to be due to the 
counteracting influence of lactation which \vould retard the fall in 
iodine value during the latter part of the year. This might well be the 
explanation since the general concensus of opinion is for the iodine value 
to rise during advanced lactation and according to Lyons (61) dairying in 
Ireland is quite seasonal vjitii the covjs fresherurig ia vvinter and 
teminating their IxictationB in Ootober. 
Tho -ralvies for the llew Zoalanfl 'butter in coluinn 7 which were renorted 
by Cox and ''cDoivall (l3) in 194B are ertremely interesting. Thsse values 
are -vjoightod averages of monthly samples of butter for a period of four 
years from nine oomamercial creaiiBries located throughout the tevo main 
islands. It will be noticed that the seasonal trend is very similar to 
the trends in columns 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6. 'i'his is espooially noterjorthy 
since Neiv Zealandj being in the scuthem hemisphere experiences winter 
during the northern hemisphere summer. Cox and McDo-,mll in interpreting 
these results state. 
Since dairying for butter manufacture is markedly seasonal 
in Few Zealand^ the cows calving in the spring months 
(July-Septornber) and, for the raost part. coTipleting lac­
tation in !'ay and -Tune, periodicity could be attributed 
either to a regular lactational trend or to a regular 
seasonal change in the nature of the feed supply. 
'The South Islaiid buttorfat shov/ed a divergence from the j-'Jorth island 
butterfats during May to September, the foi-mer fats being from 2 to 4 
units Icrvrer diirinp tMs neriod, TVie iodine values nf both island fats 
wre very similar during the re,minder of the year. These workers believe 
that this is probably due to a greater reliance on roots, particularly 
turnips} as winter feed for cows in the South Island, -which would depress 
the iodine value, whereas under the mrmer Worth Island conditions more 
pasture is available and supplementan.' feeds consist in the main of hajr, 
5 i la ge d chou raoellxer. 
The iodiuQ values of the Indian butterfat reported by Ray Sarkar 
(83) in column 10 shotj high values in the months of Fehruarj'' and July, 
fcvo seasons vihen green feed is available. During the drought seasons 
of and i^fjcember the lotyest iodine values were FOTIND. Fron P. point 
01 view of the direct influence of iiiijh atmospheric temperatures affect­
ing the composition of butterfat these data are interesting inasmuch as 
low iodine values ^'irere obtained in Kay, -which is at the hottest time of 
year and also in T^ecomber whioh is at the coldest of year. Roubt-
N 
less the type of roughage vias as important a factor as climatic con-
ditioas themselves. This is bonie out by the previously cited work of 
Cox and McDoTwall (8) and by French in Tanganyika who, according to Smith 
(BS) found that in Tanganyika maximum iodine values of 34 occurred in 
February \vhicli changed to 29 in June, the alteration accompanying the 
change-over from young grass to mature dry- roughage. 
From the foregoing discussion it is apparent that climate affects 
tlie ooraposition of butterfat by involving several factors such as seasonal 
changes of feed and ms-nagement. These changesj hoTOver, are definite 
trends over a period of time. Bird (b) -who, when contemnlating sorting 
croam that was being received from different areas by a oreamerj' in the 
north central atatos ^'jith the object of bleiitiiiii^ the cream vdth the 
same iodine values, found that there vras no possibility of doing this 
as the iodine value of the fat frn?i the so-^e <^eocraphieel area varied 
greatly from day to day. It is puzzling why these daily variations occur 
since feed and managerial conditions do not vary much from day to day. 
Ecklos and Shaw (26) as stated earlier found rather vddo variations 
to occur from to day in the iodine values of the ''uttnrfat produced 
by any ona individual. It is natural, therefore, to suspect some such 
factor as daily changes in tampsratiire to bs responsii^le, Ine specific 
influence of climate on the composition of butterfat which does not involve 
such factors as chsnfces in feed or trends in lactation, has received little 
scicntific attention. 
Only the effects of environmental temperature, one of sevei'al 
meteorological phenomena, has received some investigation by a feiw •'florlcers, 
"Regan and Richardson ('B) in California used an air conditioned room 
large enou.£h to house teo cov/s. An air velocity of 60 feet per minute 
and a relative humidity of 60 cent t/ere rnaintsined. 'Hie coyiTS were 
given a standard diet and fed aooordins to thoir individual needs, vvith 
free access to drinking water. Six pairs of cows were used for studying 
tha effects of temperature changes. The cov^s were held at each terriporature 
from five to ten davs. The data for the first two days after a change 
TOS not included in the results, Thsy found that as the room teraperature 
increases the respiration rats rises, ^sulse rate fails, rectal temperature 
remains constant at 101°P. until a room temperature of is reached', 
after xvhich the rectal temperature also rises. The data nertinent to 
the effect of tof^porature or the physico-chemical ^iroperties of milk and 
litilk fat are presented in iahla 14. 'iliese workers state that the upper 
limit of heat regulation for the producing dairy cow is between i;.0 and B5°P, 
depending, upon t.ho broed, Fhen held a'^jove this teraperature heat oro-
duction overbalances heat loss, bod; temperature risesj and definite 
changes occur in tiift characteristics oi' the milk. Prom the data in 
^.'aole 14 it will be noticed that up to the composition of the 
butterfat remined fairly constant, as iudged by Reichert-'leissl and 
Table 14. The influence of en-vironraental temperature on physioo-
chemical properties of milk and milk fat^ 
• iii i lie « siiolids ; • : Berjiin ; Heichert-
Temper-! prod. ;Fat : not ;Casein:Preoz-' pH coagu­ ' Meissl Iodine 
ature : lbs, :per : fat ; per : ing ' lation • no. no. 
Op :per cnv; : cent ; per ; cent : pt, J ti-me 
:per day ; : cfi'it i : f.-in. "Sec, 
40 29 4.2 '6,26 2.26 0,536 6.53 4,10 23,80 30.51 
50 28 4.2 8.26 2,23 3.50 29,36 31,53 
60 27 4,2 8.06 2.08 4,09 28,16 
70 27 4.1 8.12 2,05 0,538 6.56 4.13 26.73 31.96 
80 25 4.0 7,88 2,07 4,00 29.14 31,77 
85 23 3,9 7,S8 1,93 4,38 28,58 31.34 
90 20 4.0 1.64 1.91 4.49 28,15 31.44 
95 17 4.3 7.58 1,81 0,525 6.65 5,05 25,65 37.12 
Idaptsd from Hegan and hichardson (76) * 
iodine TOIUOS, but above that temperature it tended to become more unsat­
urated nnd to contain less of the lowr moleciUar weight fatt;\'- acids. 
n-'ese worlcers believe that the changes in composition snd ph^-s:ioc-ciie:iiioal 
characters of the milk wiie;! the aaiirial is in a state of positive heat 
balance probably result from blood chaiiges instituted to facilitate neat 
disposal, fflmnges in the characteristics of the butterfat are explained 
as a rssTilt of "hyperthnrrTiic unrJerriutrition'', since anorexia invariably 
accompanies the onset of a pyrexial condition and changes in the butter-
fat conforru to those found by -okles and i-'alraer (22) dm-in^ inanition. 
-i-t was further expiainea that loiv taiiiperatures ivould not have any 
profound effects since the skin of the oow, being of high insulating 
toIhSj allows her to adant well to colf^ -^jenther. M s o  si.noo the skin 
of the cov;, except for certain limited areas, does not ccatain functional 
sweat glands humidity and air raovement (except as she creates air rno-ro-
ment through breathing) are relatively unimportant for har Qotnfort» 
The statement that the dainr ootj is nnable to stand oxoessively 
high air temperatures due to its inability to dissipate heat at a fast 
enough rate is recognized in the literature. Various studies have 
indicated that cows develop greatly aocelerated respiration rates and 
higher body temperatures as a result of high air temperatures, iisath 
and Miller (Bb) sho-v^j hon? as the air temperature increased during the day 
0 0 from 73 1^. to 86 F.. the body temperature of milkinp: cows increased from 
101.7®F, to 103.5°F. and the respiration rates increased from 63 to 79 
per minute, uaalaas (Z9) founa with Jersey covis highly significant 
ooeffioients of correlation between air temperature and respiration rate 
of 0.77 and si^nifioBnt correlations hetr^ef^i^ air temnerature and body 
temperature of 0.57, Vilien air temporatures -were below 70°F. the 
correlations vjere insignificant. Kleiber and iiegan (55) found that 
at air temperatures below 30°F. the changes in body temperature of lac-
tating cows seemed to be sinaller than when above 50°F. Seath and Miller 
(B6) observed significant correlation coefficients betvveen air temper­
ature and body temperature of 0.74 and 0,71 during t^'JO consecutive years. 
On a partial correlation basis (relative humidity held constant) those 
correlations were 0.674 and 0.524, It was calculated tl-iat one d0i';ree 
increase in air te.-nperature tvas responsible for fro3n 13 to 15 timos as 
much increase in body temperature as was an increase of one per cent in 
humidity. One degree change in air temperature caused from 41 to 45 
times as much influence on respiration rate as did one per cent c'^anfi;e 
in humidity. An increase in humidity slightly lowered respiration rate. 
These results indicate that relative humidity plays a minor role in 
comparison to air temperature as a factor influencing bod^y temperature 
and respirstion rate. THirin;^ tl^is erDer^,~snt tc^pfTnture varied 
between 65° - 93°F in 1944 and 75° - 91°F. in 1945. Relative humiditjr 
varied between 27 and 91 per cent in 1944 and 51 and 91 per cent in 1945. 
ilansen and Shaw (33) as a result of the statement made by Davies 
(19, p. 66) that iodine and Reichert-Meissl values are lowered by cold 
temperatures, plotted environmental temperature alongside the iodine 
and Eeichert-Meissl values that they obtained when checking an alfalfa 
hay diet alone against a normal ration that contained som.e alfalfa hay, 
corn silage and a grain mixture. The results obtained indicated that 
cold -weather had no influence on either iodine or Reichert-Meissl values 
although duriiK the first feeding, period on alfalfa hay alone -the min­
imum temperatures were as low as -30°F. and as high as eo'^F. or an 
extreme range of SO"f. ifepid changes of temperature had no effect on 
the fat constants. 
Frji-e (2^) in 1P41 compared b ration containinp- crncVed soybeans with 
one containing linseed meal to determine if cracked soybeans had any 
detrimental effects on the flavor and quality of milk and tutterfat. 
Twenty Holstein cows, divided into two equal groups were used. These 
cows v;ere in TOrious stages of lactation, being on an airerage 42.7 days 
in milk at the start of the experiment. Daily composite samples of 
milk from each group were collected approxisately every five days and 
iodine numbers were determined on the butterfat. The experiment com­
menced in November and terminated in iky of the follovdng year. The 
only roughage fed these ooivs was alfalfa hay and the animals were kept 
in the bam throuf^hout the trial. He noted that factors other than feed 
were operating to influence the trend and magnitude of the iodine numbers 
of the butterfat. Since the iodine number curves seemed to be lowest 
during the coldest months and tended to increase in magnitude towards 
spring it was thonir.ht that perhaps air tCTTierature e^'onstes playe<1 a role 
in the fluctuations of iodine numbers. Using the mean external teynper-
ature, which ms recorded at the Agronomy i'arm (near the Dairy l^rm), 
he found a direct relationship to exist between temperature and the 
iodine numbers of the butterfat produced. Correlation coefficients 
betiiVeen temperature on the same day, one day before, and two days before 
the samples were taken and iodine values were all highly significant. 
The closest correlation was found between the temperature recorded one 
day before the samples were taken and the iodine value of the butterfat. 
In 1942 a second exiieriment ms instituted to study the effects of 
cracked so^ifbeana on the flavor and quality of milk and butterfat. 
Tv/slTre iiolstein and four Ayi'shire coivs, diTidod into four similar groups, 
were used. Tnese co-ivs were in various stag;es of lactation, on an 
average 57,5 days in milk at the start cf the ex-peviment. Paily com­
posite samples of milk from each group were collected at four day 
inter-rols and iodine and thiocyanogeii numbers -ivers determined on the 
butterfat. The experiment commenced in Secernber and terminated in 
June of the following year, -^'s in the first experiment the only roughage 
fed these aovis v/as alfalfa hay and tho}/ Tjere Irept in the barn throughout 
the trial, in view of the high correlation found between temperature 
and iodine value in the first experiment it was decided to record the 
bam temperature daily vdth recording thermometers during the course of 
the experi'nent. The results of the second experiment were similar to 
those of the first in as much as highly significant correlations 7jere 
found to exist bet-^een the iodine numbers of the butterfat and tiie mean 
barn temperatures. As in the first experiment, a closer coi-relation 
existed between the temperature recort^ed one day before saraplins: and the 
iodine number than that recorded on the same day or t-v^o days before. 
These correlation coefficients for the four groups of cows one day 
before sampling were all highly significant and were 0.599, 0.626, 0.614 and 
0»713. In the second experiment thiocyanogen values were determined in 
ccnjanotion xnth the iodine values. In general, the thiocyanogen VBIUSS 
had the same rei. tionship to temperature changes as did the iodine 
•value. A higlily significant correlation coefficient (except for one 
group where the correlation was only significant) was found to exist 
boteeen the te^peratara recorded ono day before the sa-^'iPles vstb taken 
'uifl the olfjic acid content of the 'v.ttorfat. These correlation co-
sfficionta for the? four ;-;roups of ccv^s were 0,402, 0,57Sj 0.601 £..id 
0.686, Hie correlation coefficients between to.-apwratTire and linoloic 
acid for the four groups -were 0,012, 0,044: - 0,403 und -0,254. 'Jhese 
resiilts indicate that the chan;"es in the iodine rwnher as a rosi^t of 
temperature were largely dependent on t/ie chan-'es in the oleic acid 
coL'tent of tile ^utterfat, 
Fr/e (2b, p. 119) sianming up his work states, 
Tn view of th? close relations hit) fonnd heb-reen tenperafeire 
P-nd the iodine of h'-ittcrfat it nsens lo-ical that 
the high iodine nurcfcers obtained in April and i^ay may be 
partially a function of chanties in fat metabolism of the 
cow due to the rise in temperature rather than the effect 
of feed or stage of lactation and gestation which has 
been suggested b;y some investijjators. 
It is these results obtained by Fn/e that have stiiimlated us to 
initiate this problem and to attempt to separate the effects of environ­
mental temneratiin? froro. those of ;)ast\ire feadin?;. to detorrr.ine •'/jhich of 
these two factors is of major importance in contributing to a high 
iodine value vjnei' co;vs go oat on pasture in spring. 
METEIOD OF EXPF'RIIEFrATIOW 
As far as is Imom to tivis author, previous experiments studying 
tha effect of ps.sture feeding oa t!ie iodine mlue of milk; fab have neg­
lected to uSG control aniiials to ^^jhich no pasture is fed durinp; the 
expsriTnental pasture feocl5.n(? rjor-lorls, '^'\!rti''er^ors, u'hon studyin?; the 
effects of feed or environment on tlis iodine value of siilk fat little 
attention has been given to tha influence of stage of lactation. 
Tiiree lots of four com wre used. The four cov/s in each lot 
freshened at approxiiiBtely the same time of the year. Each lot freshened 
at a different tlTCe of the year, lliis type of cois selection tos employed 
I'v'itb the hope that it mght be possible to separate the effects produced 
by lactation from those that might result frora teinperature. Of each 
quartet, tvjo cot© were fed prairie hay and grain mixture throughout the 
experimentj the other two v/ore pastured and fed grain mixture during the 
grazing period. The pasture g:roup grazed at night only; the stall-fed 
group was placed in a driz-lot duririfi the time the other i^roup v^as on 
pasture in order to keep temperature effects as nearly alike beteeeii 
the two groups as possible. Both groups mre kept in the barn during the 
day ivhere no feed except p;rair! isas fed. TSailv records of the environ­
mental temperature vrere kept. Iodine and thiocyanogen values were deter­
mined on the milk fat resulting from a daily composite sample collected 
from each animl once every five days during the first half and once 
every seven days during the second half of the experiment. 
Experimental Design 
The design of the e::perimQnt is illustrated in Tatle 15. The 
desigjmtions A, B and C (for cow-lots) refer to the three times duri]:i^s 
the year at v/hioh the cows v/ere freshened. The four coyfs in each lot 
ware oaired on the has is of iodine values of their fate, mnnber of 
PreTious lactations, date of freshening, size and production. The 
pairs vj-ithin lots ivere assigned at random to the position 1 aiid 2. The 
ciows within pairs -wers then assigned at i'aadom to the positions a and h. 
The folloTsrin?, tor^s used Iri Tahle 15 are exr^lained be levy. 
Barn - llie anirao.ls wore housed in the barn d'^rins^ hoth day and nightj 
ivith access to hay at all times. 
Dry lot - The animals were in the bam during the day and in a dry-lot 
during the nighty with access to hay at night only. 
Pasture - fne cows vrere pastured at night and housed in the bam during 
the day. Hay vra.s oliminated froTn the ration. 
Grain ims fed to all animals during the day. 
Tae termss harn, dry-lot and pastures T.'ill he \ised subsequently 
to designate tho three conditions of management and feeding practiced 
during the ejcperiment. 
Tlif! six periods s'''Own in Table 15 are discussed belov;. 
Period - is a prolirainary period during whicu all atiiuLals vrare housed 
indoors and received prairie hay and a grain mixture, Tho coivs were 
paired near the end of this neriod. 
Table 15. Kxperimertbal design 
ApTaitrary 
Lots posi-fcions Cows Bxporinien'bfi.l periods and -fchsir startinK dates 
for mndom- I II III IV V VI 
iaation Jan. 21,1943 Jfey 14,1948 ll&y 24,1948 Aug. 26,1948 Sept. 23,1948 Oct.28J94 8 
A a 2554 Barn Bam Pasture Dry-lot Pasture Bam 
Freshened, 1 
De o. and b 2553 Barn Dr;/-"lot Drjr-lot Dry-lot Dry-lot Baru 
Jan « 
a 
o 
2540 Barn Bam Drjr-lot Dry-lot Djrjr-lot Bam 
b 2392 Bam Dry—lot Pasture Dry—lot Pasture Barn 
Apr. 12, IP4^^ 14,1948 May 24,194" AUK. 26,194B Sept.23,19 4B Oct. 28,154 
B a 2771 Barn . Barn Pasture Drj'-lot i'asture Barn 
Freshened 1 
b 2710 Barn iiry-lot Drj."-lot Dry-lot Dry—lot Barn 
Kar ch 
a 
o 
2754 Bam Barn Drj.'-lot Dry-lot Dry-lot Bam 
*o 2729 •"^am 'Dry-lot Pasture Dry-lot Pasture Barn 
J;^ay 1S,1P48 J.5ay 29,194^ Juno r?,lP4'' Auc-;.26,1940 Sept.23,1948 Got.28,1948 
C a 2566 Barn Barn Pasture Dry-lot Pa.3 tur 0 Barn 
Freshened 1 
b 2565 Barn Dry-lot Dry-lot Dry-lot Dr;/'-lot Bam 
May 
. a 
o 
2486 Barn Barn Drj/-lot Drj^-lot Dry-lot Bam 
c» 
b 2426 B&m Dry-lot Pasture Dry-lot Pasture Barn 
60. 
Period II - is ons in vadch the effeots of changing froBi the bam to the 
clr;i/--lot were studied prior to turning the got^ts out on pastitre, so that 
effects from this practics could be separated from any that ^.ight rss'ilt 
later from pasture feeding. One eow from each pair \ms placed in the 
dry-lot at ru.g,iit vihile the other cjow remiaed in tiie bam. 
Period III - is the period in w'hioh the effects of paatui-e feeding were 
tested# One COT« that had been in the dn'-lot sr.d one cov/ that had bson 
in the ijarn, in period II, Tjere pasturedj the other two co-ivs were in the 
dry-lot at those times the first tivo vvero in the pasture. 
Period IV - is the period in v>rhioh the pasture cows were taken off pasture 
and placed in the d]:^--lot, on mntGr rations because the pastui'e beoamo 
extremely poor as a result of laclc of raoisture during late Mgust, 
Period ¥ - is one in ^vhich the cows that liad "been on pasture in period III 
were again" gj-azedj this ms possible because of an iisiproysmerit in the 
condition of the pasture. 
Period 71 - is the one in which all the cox^s were returned to the bam 
at the return of cold weather. 
Aaijiials lised 
Since it is belieired that breed, age and stage of lactation can 
affect the co>nposition of -fnilk fat, all the exnori'-ontal aninr.nls were 
iiolstein cows from the College dairy herd; tho four anirnals in any one 
lot were aa similar as possible vath regard to age and stage of laotation« 
Data concerning these co-ws are found in Table 16, 
Table 16. Number of prasent lactation, freshening dates, days fresh at start of 
experiment, date of colleGtion of first and last samples, and length 
of time on expei'iment for eaoh animal 
Lot C ow 
Lac­
tation Freshenins 
no. no « date 
2554 2 1-12-48 
2553) 2 1-13-48 
2422) 3 1- 7-48 
2540 2 1_18_4R 
2392 3 12-30-47 
2771 1 3—23—48 
2710 1 5-25-48 
2754 1 3-31-48 
2729 1 3-29-48 
2566 2 g- 1-48 
2565 2 5- 4-4S 
2486 3 5- B-48 
2426 3 5- 2-48 
Days fresh 
ab start of 
experiment 
Date of Date of 
first sai£iple last sample 
16 
15 
21 
10 
29 
26 
24: 
35 
35 
P.3 
19 
20 
21 
1-20-48 
3~ 9-48 
1-28-48 
1-28-4g 
1-2 3-48 
4-19-48) 
4-19-48 J 
5- 4-48) 
5- 4-48) 
5-24-48) 
r_j^4_4a) 
5-24-48) 
5-24-48) 
12-23-48 
11- 4-48 
4- 4-48 
11„ 4-48 
12-33-48 
2-1 
Length of time on experiHien-t^ 
338 days 
247 days 
74 days 
288 da7s»-s 
338 days 
2BS days 
233 days 
268 days 
268 days 
275 days 
G5 
^The animals ^iVere plaoed under exx)Grimen-tal oondi-bions approximately a week prior "bo the 
Gollection of the first samTjle# 
^Covj 2422 oontraoi;sd mastitis and mis replaced by cov/ 2553. 
62a 
All the fini*'"al8 •<,tBre chotfTOd f^or Kiastitis 'bsforo the start of the 
experiment, as a precautionary noasure, an extra csos ims kopt on t'.s 
experlKiental ration. This auimal was to be -used as a replace^nent in 
ease om of the other anlT-ials in, lot i, beoame Biofc, Cot; 255S ms selected 
for this parpose, Sh© was pXnoed on the exporiinsntal retinn rai i'arch 30 
and samples vieve collected frcTii hf^r periodically. It ms estre^iely fortmiate 
that such a proceckire vi&s adopted for, on April 13j cow Z4iZ2 developed 
?mstitis and /iad to be removed from the ezpyrxaicat. ohs ms replaced uy 
oo\\' 2553® So extra animsls vers ker/t to replace covs in lots snd 
(should thoy hRTO heo<TT".ft sick) as -sveis net tr nnslyze extra 
saispleG due to the larger mssber of cows that •aars xiov; beia^; used in the 
e x p e r i m e n t .  F o r t u n a t e l y  n o  r s p l a c e r i e n t s  w e r e  r e q u i r e d  f o r  t h e  o c f v f s  i n  
lots is and C. 
Fsoding and lianageaent 
T!ie bart'i and !5r;i/-lot aov-is reooived prairie liaj' as the only roughat'e. 
Prairie hay viae used because of its availability. Sufficient hay to last 
the entire expsriifjant •ssas purohasod from one sourcs Et the start so that 
there touM tiot be my c^reat variation in the rouf^hai^c fod. The hay vjas 
feid ad lititum. ?h<5 bani ogv4s hay 'before tho!" at nil t-ir-ies. Tha dri;-
lot GOTfi)S were fed hay at nijji.t oul;v» 'ihc barn and drji-lot co-bs aonsiuned 
apL^roxisjately tiic eame amoints of Jiay. I'ha pasture oovjs received no 
roughage otJisr than the pasturag:® that they obtsinsd by grazin?,. 
All ('bara, drj'«3ot anc! pasture) c.ms mrp fei^ t' •? following grain 
mixture s 
63, 
lag'.redients Parts 
Ground corn 200 
Eolled oats 400 
Hheat tran 200 
Soybean oil meal 100 
Linseed oil meal 200 
Bone meal 20 
Salt 10 
The grain Biixture was icept the sa'-s for the entire trial and -pms 
fed three times daily (3:30 a.rasj 8:30 a.m. and 5:30 p.m.), in aiaounts as 
recoiBmended by Mci'rison (67, p. 1030) in Appendix Tables Dla and .DLb, 
The tbii'd oolumn under hay equivalent in i'orrison's Appendix 'X'able IXa, 
and the third nolumn under quali'br of pasture in ?'orrison's ''vpriendix 
Table iro were used as guides so as to be sure that these aniirials received 
adequate amounts of nutrients. 
All animals yjhether in the bana» dzy-lot or on pas'bure had access to 
TOiter at sll ti™s. 
The cows were milked twice daily at 4:00 p.n^. and 4:00 a.m. by 
machine and the milk iveights recorded. Fat tests were determined at 
monthly intervals. 
The barn oqvis -were kept in the bam at all times. The dr;t/--lot and 
pastu.re cows were placed in the dry-lot or in the pasture at 5:00 p.m. 
after the evening rnilhing and were returned to the bam at SsSO a.Tti. for 
the ip.oming milkin-i. They were then kept in the barn from 3:30 a.m. to 
5300 p.m. 
The anirmils xvere weighed on three consecutive days each month immed­
iately following; the evening mindnp. 
As far as possible, the anir,mls were treated the same as they would 
have been under normal conditions, Ihey vrere bred vvneiieTer it was necessarju 
The Gonceptioa data is presented in labia 17. 
Record'-ri.f; of Parn and Outdoor "^"riDoratures 
A faventy-four hour electric recording thermometer was installed in the 
bam. The thermometer was placed on a level mth the body of a oow and in 
a portion of the bam where, it was believed, it would record the average 
temperature experienced by all the cows, 
TsTian the covjs ivent outside during, the night it became neoessaiy to 
record the outside temperature. It m.s decided to use the night temperature 
recorded by the U.S.D.A® vreather station at the Agronomy farm which is sit­
uated near the Dairy farm, on the assumption that the temperature prevailing 
in the dry-lot and in the pasture at night vraald be fairly similar to the 
temperature recorded by the weather station. This assumption -vfas partially 
checked by obtaining a second recordini^ thermometer and calibrating it with 
the thermometers at the weather station# Tliis thermometer was then installed 
in the dry-lot and for a period of three weeVs the outside temperature was 
recorded. It was found that the temperature in the dry-lot did not vary 
0 
by more than 2 F from the temperature recorded at the -vvsather station. 
Therefore, an average of the day temperatures recorded in the barn (during 
the hours that the cows v/ere indoors) and the night temperatures recorded at 
the weather station (during the hours that the cows were outdoors) ivas used 
as the daily average temperature experienced by the dri/--lot and pasture cows. 
Colleotion and Trsatmsnb of Samples 
Cream samples were collected every fiftli day from January/ 29, 1948 
to June 20, 1948 and ever;*'- seventh day from June 20, 1943 to Pefcruan,' 17, 
1949, The time required to analyze the samples in the laboratory deter­
mined the interval between samplings, Un the da;' of sampling the raoraing 
and evening milk from eaca cow v;as oorapositad separately. This was 
accomplished by havins; a separate can for each co?i ivith the cov;'s number 
painted on the caii. After the sTenin-'s milV tos addsfl to the morning's 
milk and fiioroughly mixed, a sample of about 7 pounds was taken. Tne 7 
poiands of milk ?;as ivarmed to about 100°F and then separated. The separ­
ator was cleaned after each sample -was separated. One pint of cream 
from each cow ivas saved and kept vmder refrigeration until the next day 
T/hen it ms pastnrized at 150°F for thirty minutes. After pasteurization 
the oreaia iivas promptly cooled and placed in one quart Mason iars T?;ith 
glass covers held in place by wire closures. The jars of cream were 
stored in a refrigerator at 4°C until the next day livhen they were placed 
on a mechanical shaker and churned until butter was foraed. The butter­
milk was poured off and the butter rrashed with v®ter. Tlie Hitter from 
each cow was then packed into a 4 oz. i^lass jar with screiv cap and stored 
in a sharp freeze at -lO^G for 24 hours to allow the fats to ojc^^stallize. 
After this period the glass jars were placed in a \vater bath at 45° to 50° 
to melt the fats. The jars vjere ner^t plficed in a sise 2, International 
centri.fug0 and centrifuged for ten minutes at 1600 r.p.m. After oentri-
fugation, the clear fat was decanted and filtered at a temperature of 
85°-70°C. The fat from each oovi aftsr filtration was colieeted in clean 
4 OEo f'lass iars and storsd in p sharp freeze at -10°r imtll tho analyses 
aould be made. Ordinarily this wds acoomplished v>fithin t'<.'a -iiieeks tirae. 
Cliemioal Methods 
Iodine value 
The iodine value of inilk fat •was determined in duplicate by the 
raethod of iiossnjEund and Kuhnhesan (82), three-tenths of an iodine miit 
being considered the jnaxinm variation poraissible, 
Hiiocyanogen ralue 
Kaufmann (53) in 1925 found that free thiocyanogen adds to unsatrar-
ated linicages as do halogeriS. iio^never, whereas tua usual iial0e,gnati0n 
reagents unite (quantitatively with each ethylenie linldf^e in oleic, 
linoleio or linolenic acids, thiociTinot^en, aocordinp; to Kaufmann, units 
quantitatively \ntii oleic acid, l-ut v/ith only one of tlio two ethylenie 
linkages in linoleic and with tvw of the three ethylenie linlcages in 
linolenio acid, feuftaam suggested that this property of selective 
addition by thiocyanogen^ v/hen used in conjunction with the iodine value 
would be valuable as a raethod for estiins-ting the amounts of oleic, lin­
oleic and linolenic acids in fats and oils, iiov.'sver, certain workers (4l) 
found ivaufmami's fundamental assumptions to bo ill-founded because thio-
cj/anogen adds to scjmawhat more than half the total unsa'turation of linoleic 
and to considerably loss than the assumed two-thirds of the total unsat-
uration. in linolenic acid^i'Tliiooyanogen vias found to add quantitatively 
to oleic aoid). 
Hilditch and Murti (41), by employing empirically daterained thio-
cyanogen values for linolsic and linolenic acids, v/ere able to estimate 
more olosoly the true amounts of linoleio and linolenic acids present in 
fat than ms possible by the .Kaufmann thiooyanogen values. Hoviever, 
these two workers found that when linolenic aoid is absent from fats (or 
present only in ver^r small ejaounts) there is only a small difference 
botrjeen the actually observed amount of linoleio acid present and that 
calculated by the Kaufmann thiooyanogen method, 'i'herefore, in a fat 
such as butterfatj which contains little, if any, linolenxo acid, the 
amounts of oleic and linoleio acids determined by the Kaufmanti thiooyanogen 
value should be in fairly good agreement witii the true amounts of these 
acids present. 
The following method for determining the thiooyanogen value ws used. 
Lead thiow/snate vras prepared accordin(r to the Tngthoc] described by 
Jacobs (52, p. 215). 
Glacial acetic aoid TOS dehydrated by refluxing vfith acetic anhydride 
according to the method described by I'laufmam^ (54). 
Ihe thiooyanogen solution vas prepared according to the method of 
Amp (4), tvith modifications, as follov/ss 50 g. of the dry lead thio-
cyans.t0 wore dissolved in one liter of anhydrous glacial acetic acid, 
and allovjed to stand for at least one wek, 6 to 6.1 ml« of bromine -were 
added to enothar liter of anhydrous glacial acetic aoid. The bromine 
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solution v-ms t'ten sddod to the lead thioc^mte suspension in small 
amormts and shaken vigoi*ously, fcetvYsen each addition, until the solution 
I'jas corn.pletelj' deoolorizod. iLfter all the bromine -was added, the pre-
oipitated lead bromide and excess lead thiocyanato were allovjed to settle 
out. Using suction, tbs solTition vras filtered throM.f^h a Puchner t^/pe 
funnel v/ith fine fritted disc into a pressure flask. If the solution -was 
not perfectly clears the precipitate vias allowed to settle and the solution 
re-filtered. (Any precipitate remaining in the solution caused it to 
dQcompose rs-pidly). The thiocyanogen solution was trs-nsferred from the 
pressure flask to a [-lass stoppered bottle painted Hack. The bottle 
was flushed Vi'ith nitrogen, stoppered and sealed with v&x. The solution 
\ms kept at 21% and was always used completely within one week. It tos 
found that if lass than S ml. of bromine were added to 1 liter of acid, 
the thiocyanogen solution •would turn yellow soon after being prepared. 
A.Qtually the addition of a slight excess (O.l ml.) of bromine in a liter 
of acid v/as found to give greater stability to the thiooyanogea solution. 
iiue to the high volatility of branine and its goisoiious nature, numerous 
difficulties v/ere at first encountei'od in trj^ing to measure the bromine 
accurately. The follomnp; tirocej^ure ms worked out which ga-ro ver}/ satis­
factory'' results. The bromine (after beim; thorouglily ohill9d)was poured 
into a large test tube, llie test tube had an opening at the bottom to 
Bhich a stopcock with a delivei^r tube had bean attached. A cket surround­
ing the test tube -was kept filled T»lth crushed ice. llie bromine vas 
delivered into a 25 ml. graduate contaiiiing 10 ml« of glacial acetic acid 
(accurateIj- neasurad). The 'bromine v;as added to the 16.1 ml. imrk of 
the graduate.(It was assumed that ths bromine did not change appreciably 
in TTolurae vjiien dissolved in the acid). Qrice the bromine -was in acid 
solution it was easily handled, The solution of 'brQmine ^•^as poured into 
a glass vial and sealed. Several vials were filled in this manner at 
one time and were used i^ienever needed. 
Hie thiocvanogen value was deterjnined, with certain modifications, 
by the method described by Jacobs (52, p. 216). 0.4 to 0.5 g. of melted 
fat TOS accurately vrei^hed into s S7IIA.ll tared f^lass vial; the vial plus 
fat ms placed in a 125 ynl. iodine flask. 25 ml. of thiocyanogen solution 
ivei*& added. The flask was flushed vdth nitrogen and sealed by placing a 
drop of syrupy phosphoric acid (sp, gr. 1.7) on the stopper. The flask 
T?jas stored in the dark for 24 hours at 25°Co A constant temperature 
cabinet -j'/rs used for this purpose. At the end of 24 hours, 1 g. of dry 
pwvdered potassium iodide was added to the flask and the flask smrled 
rapidly by mechanical means for S minutes, 30 ml. of water were next 
added and the liberated iodine titrated v.'ith O.IH sodium thiosulfate 
solution. Starch v;as used as an indicator. Three blank determinations 
were n.m with every batch of sa^^iples. 
The percentage of oleic and linoleic acids in the fat vjere estimated 
usini^ the fonmlas described by Jacobs (52, p. 21ti}. 
All apparatus used in conneotion with the thiocyanogen solution were 
kept absolutely free from moist.)re, '''he thioci,'anop;en solution ms exposed 
to heat, li-!;ht and air only when absolutely necessar-. The amount of fat 
vj-as so adjusted that the excess of reagent vias always 100 per cent 
and preferably 150 per cent of the amount absorbed by the fat. 
lAiplicate determinatioxis wore run on all samples, If the duplicates 
did not agree within 0,5 thiocj,!-anogen units, they were rerun. 
By the use of automatic pipettes (Fi[-ure 1) with capillar^- tubing 
above and below the bulb it was possible to measure both the iodine and 
thiocyanogen reagents -vrith great accuracy. Generally, the duplicates 
checked within 0,2 iodine or thiocyanogen units. ?4ot infrequently did 
they checl: \vithin 0,1 iodine or thiocyanogen units, 
A Koller-i>iiiith analytical torsion balance (load 2 g.) was used for 
wighing the fat samples. The balance vjas ciieoked to be certain it Vv-as 
satisfactory for the type of doteraination desired. The fat ^^s.s Ttieip^hed 
by the torsion balfsnce into tared ('lass or tantelnm iphIs foboiit 1 p. in 
weight); the vials and fat viere introduced into iodine flasks after 
•vjsighing. it is very lEiportant in this type of work that the analytical 
procedure be made as rapid as possible^ •without sacrificing accuracy, in 
order to enable the use of larger numbers of anims..ls. 
Herd Sample 
In addition to the samples collected from the experimental ocvis, 
a composite sample from the entire college herd (about 120 animals) ms 
collected. As each raillc can ms filled under the surface cooler at the 
T!air\- farm, a 6 oe, dipper full of milk was taken and poured into another 
can. This was done duriut^ the aioraini, and evening mxlkini^s on the days 
•when samples were collected from the experimental animals. Seven pounds 
"ipcttte i'.sed fc 
resp'ents „ 
of this TTiixad hard milk viere -ifiarried and separated with tl^e other samples. 
Ths creara was handled la the same way as described earlier and iodine 
and thiocyanogeii values detenaiaed on. the ijutterfat. 
Tho college herd provided a sample from a large number of animals. 
It v;as considered tViat herd fat sanolos v^ov,ld afford a moans of comriartiig 
•values from a herd with those of individual animals. This is desirable 
since the herd sample would be more nearly rsprosentative of actual practice 
than samples of individual animals. Stage of lactation ms of little im-
portanoo since the animals were in Tar;\dng stages, there being no definite 
calving; period. The feeding and management of these animls could not be 
controlled. Mevertheless, it ms thought tiiat such a sample vfould afford 
material for studying the effects of teiaparatux-e and pasture feeding on 
the iodine value of milk fat. 
Herd samples were collected from April 19, 194.-3 to Februa^ 17, 1949. 
The animals in the herd T/ere fed a standard grain ration, corn silage and 
hay previous to being pastured. Ihey ivera pastured on kiay 15, 1948; 
pasture grass roplaoed the toy and silage during the grazing season. On 
June 24, 1948, the animals were fed silage in addition to pasture and grain 
because of the poor condition of the nasture. P.ilaFie ms fed during the 
remainder of the pasture season. The amount of silage fed varied aocording 
to the condition of the pasture, C'ensrally, however, silage was fed in in­
creasing amounts as the pas'bure season progressed. The cows were taken 
off pasture on October 28, 1948 and fed grain, silage and ha^r. 
IffiSD'LTS iJD DISCUSS lOM 
Health and General Condition of Animals 
Throughout the exprsriment the ccavs remained in good health and con­
dition with the axoeption of oow E42si which deireloped mastitis. Cow 2S53 
replaced cow 2422, 
Effect of Kov^np, the Cows frcsn the '^arn to th? Brj'-lot 
The effect of changing from the barn to the diy-lot ivas studied in 
period II. Three samples were collected at five day intervals during 
this period. An analysis of varianoe, calculated as described by Snedeoor 
(93), for the iodine values of the milk fat from the barn and dry-lot cows 
revealed no differences betiveen the two pjroups. This indicated that the 
charge in management involved by placing the cows in a dry-lot at night 
had no measurable effect on the iodine value. Therefore, -when studying 
the effects of stage of lactation and feed, no corrections will be made 
for the chanf?:© from the bam to the dry-lot. 
Effect of Stage of Lactation on the Degree of Unsatur-
ation of Milk Fat Obtained from Cavis That iieceived a 
Uniform Ration hut "Jere ^'ot Pastured 
The iodine values of the milk fat obtained from the six animals that 
were on a uniform ration for the entire trial are presented in Figure 2. 
FiTO out of the six animfils (con 27S4 beia;, fne one exception) shov? 
hij^ii iodine values during early lactation follovjed by a decline (oa, 8 
iodino units avs;.} to the fourth or fifth month of lactation and then 
a sli?;lrb increase foa. 3 iodine units aT;;.) to the of lactation# 
These trends cannot be eoftsidered seasoral since they appear whsWior 
or not the t-mimala freshensd in Jaman/t iiirch, or iay. Thsy are 
apparevjtly trends due to the prasrsss of iRctatiou and are, in generai, 
siT'iilRr tri thp trenf^s fotirii! hy '^ckles and Shaxv (24)« ''"hese -^mrkers found 
hir;h lodirse val\.ies di;rin?; early lactation, a [r^radual doclino to about 
thfl foiirtii month and a oroiiressiTo iacraass tlaere&i't«r cuax.iimis:it: to the 
end of lactation, lioviever, four out of ths ele-gsn ariinials studied by 
Bckles find Shat? '?i(^ not she.? a flroo in iotline toIu© dn,rin" early lao-
tation. Thess vrorkers ocserTscl that these foi.ir ani'-'-als viers the poorest 
producers of tho eleVBii aiiiraeils studied. It is interesting- that the 
one coi!/ (2754) of tho six oa a unifom ration) in this exporiment (Figure 
2) i7hich did not decline in iodiii® value daring early laotation ivas also 
the pooi^st nroclucer (Table 17), Ecldea and believe that tho high 
icdine TOliifis found during aarly Isctation r«?s-alt from ths animal's 
utiliaing body fat for milk fat occrstion siaae high producing animls 
ars usually in nsgative nutritiire balance at this tifrs. 'ihas hypothesis 
is partially substantiated by the faot that the io«3ine -mine of milk fat 
inoreaseg (Inrins^ atarimtion, explanation is gi^en by Ho'^les ond Shaw 
for th® inctrease in iodine value durin;;; late lactation. 
75. 
Table 17, Conception data, 305 day fat production and other 
data pertaining to the fat production of the ex­
perimental animls 
Ho. of days during expt. 305-day ~ Month of Lbs. fat pro-
COTV T/as Cow TOS fat max. fat ducecl month of 
. vdth calf production production max. production 
2554 125 213 390 2 58 
2553* 41 206 515 2 64 
2540* 78 210 344 2 51 
2422* 74 
- Sold (mastitis) 2 76 
2392 109 229 488 E 60 
2771 65 218 329 2 43 
2710* 56 227 430 2 64 
2754* 268 - 240 1 39 
2729 74 194 299 2 40 
2566 120 155 353 1 56 
2565-* 54 221 358 2 53 
2486* 275 - 433 2 57 
2426 49 226 431 C 65 
*Indicates oows that received a uniform ration but vjere not pastured. 
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It appears that the highest iodine values obtained during early-
lactation fFi,?;ure 2) were encountersd at an-nrnxiwately t'~e oeriod of 
maximum fat production (Figure 2, Table 17), It is also interesting thatj 
of the cows in lot A (2554, 2540, 2422 and 2392), COT; 2422 produced the 
most milk fat during the period of maximum production (Table 17) and 
likevdsQ produced a more highly unsaturated fat than did tho other covjs 
in this lot (Figures 2 and 3)» In lot E (cows 2771, 2710, 2754 and 2729) 
oour 2710 produced conside3*ably more fat than the other cows in this lot 
during mximwn production (Table 17)j this fat was likevdso more highly 
unsaturated than was tho fat from the other cows in the lot (Figures 2 
and 3), In lot C (2566, 2565, 2484, and 2426), the cow with the most 
hi,n;hly unsaturated fat during early lactation (2566) ''Rgures 2 and S"* 
did not produce the greatest amount of fat amon<i the co-ms in this lot. 
Undoubtedly, factors other tloan total fat proaactiong such ae tha feed 
capacity of an animal, T/nould determine to what extent an animal dravjs 
upon body fat to fomt rnilT-r fat during earlv lactstion. TViero appeared to 
be no correlation between the amount of fat or milk produced and iodine 
value except during early lactation when both production and iodine yalue 
TOre high. 
It ms obsenred (data not presented) that factors that caused changes 
in tho milk produ'ition of any particular animal did not produce correspond­
ing changes in the iodine value of th<3 fat produced by the animal at that 
time. For instance® estrus generally caused a decline in milk production 
but did xiot seem to affect the iodine value of the fat. 
7B„ 
Figure i suovs the approxinata gercentat^es of oleic and linolsic 
acids in the milk fat from the six covfs on a imiform ration. It '.vill be 
noticeci tliat the trends in t-ic nnrconta^e of oleic for each of the 
six animals (Figure 4) are, in generalj quite sinilsir to tiio iodino 
TOlue trends for the same animals sho\'jn in Figure 2. 
The samples from co-ws 2540, 2422 (Figure 4) and cow 2392 (Figure 5) 
shov; an extremely lovf percentage of oleio acid and an extremely high 
percentage of linoleic acid on March 4, 1943. It is felt that these 
divergent results were due to an error in analj'sis. 
The percentage of linoleic acid did not follow the same trends that 
the iodine iralue and the percentage of oleic acid follc/sed. The per~ 
centage of linoleic acid appeared to decrease in a linear raamer during 
the lactation period. The average drop in the percentage of linoleic 
acid for these six animals (Fii^ure 4) ms from 4.75 per cent (first month 
of lactation) to 5.42 per cent (tenth nontii of lactation), -i simple 
linear regression coefficient TIES computed (usinfr. the average data from 
the six an^Tnals in 'Pi'^nre 4). T!ie val^o of t tos •found to "be si";nifii^ant 
at the 2 per cent level, ii'ith time as the independent variables the 
percentage of linoleic acid decreased 0.155 per cent for each additional 
month of advancing lactation. 
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acids in the milk fat obtainecL.from . _ 
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no pas-fcurage» •«'C0TS'S 2553 replaced cow 2422» 
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of linoleie and oleic acids in this milk 
fat obtained from six cows paired as 
showL to cows in Figure 4. 

The Effect of Environrnsntal Tempsratura on the Decree of 
tlnsaturstion '"T'- %t O'-talned fro-", ••"-m'-s f-nt ReceiTed 
a Uniform liation but were Hot Pastured 
Figure 6 shOTjs the relationship hetivaon the airerage dally enTiron." 
•mental te-aperat-ure and the iodine values of the milk fat from the six 
oows that tvere on a uniform diet for their entire lactation periods.(The 
iodine valnss of the milk fat from tho college herd sample are also 
presented in this figure hut will not be discussed until later). Frcai 
tho graphs in Figure 6 no correlation between temperature and iodine 
value is apparent. Lactation treiidis appear regardless of seasoiiai 
changes in tewperature. If temperature is a factor at all its influence 
is considerably less than the influence due to stajce of lactation. 
it is possiblej uowever, that if trends due to lactation were reino?ed 
tliera might possibly be found some correlation between tornperature and 
iodine value. To investigate this, the follomnf^ treatment of the data 
was employed. 
Tile iodine values of the milk; fat samples from the five co-ws which 
T/ere considered to show lactation trends (Figure 2) were used. The total 
lactation of each of these animals ms divided into three periods; 
(l) the doTO^imrd trend during early lactation, (2) the horizontal trend 
during mid lactation, and (s) the upward trend during late lactation. 
The iodine values obtained in each of these periods were plotted against 
the average daily temperature, recorded the day before sampling (data 
not presented). It -was thought that there might possibly he some 
correlation between temperature and the iodine -values obtained in the 
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PASTURE SUPPLEMENTED 
WITH SILAGE 
COLLEGE HERD 
SAMPLE 
cows PLACED ON 
PASTURE 
COWS TAKEN OFF 
PASTURE 
COW 2486 CALVED 5-8-48 
COW 2565 CALVED 5-4-48 
COW 2486 
COW 2565 
COfi 2754 CALVED 3-31-48 
COW 2710 CALVED 3-25-48 
COW 2754 
COW 271 0 
*COW 2422 
*COW 2533 
COW 2540 
COW 2422 CALVED 1-7-48 COW 2533 CALVED 1-13-48 COW 2540 CALVED M8-48 
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gure 6, Effect of temperature changes on the iodine value 
of milk fat obtained from all non^experimental cows 
in the college herd and from six experimental cows 
on a uniform ration recaiving no pasturage. 
*Coiv 2533 replaced cow 2422» 
second period, in -which the influsnce of lactation ?ras 'belieYcd to T?e 
at a minimum. V.aaQver, there app^raref? to be iio relationshiD betwaen 
toniperaturs and ths iodine values of the milk fat ia any of the thres 
periods. 
Each animal's lactation was next divided into monthly segments and 
tho iodine •'mlues obtained in each segment ivere plotted against the 
average ternporafere recorded tho day before sampling (not sho\m). ilo 
relationship betvreen temperature and iodina value was observed in any 
particular month of the lactation period. 
The follovdnf; sitnple statistical nathod was noxt tried. Tha 
iodine vtiluos of tha milk fat obtained during overjv'' fifth saiiolins. from 
the six cOTJs in Figure 2 7?ere used. Sverj- fifth samplin.;'; ims chosen in 
order that there would be no false Qorrslations arising from nomtal 
fluctuations that might occur frora sampling to sampling in both the 
iodine values and daily temperatures. The cb.an.Eces in iodine I'alu© for 
each anin.al during; even* fifth sainplin", v/ere recorded as either or -
according to i^hethsr the iodine value had increased or decreased from 
the time previous. ?he average daily tempei-^ture recorded one day 
before the above samples were taken TOS treated in the same manner; 
f or - being used to designate an increase or decrease in tenperature 
from the time previous, live total number of 4- chanires in iodine value 
(for the six cows) occurring during 4- changes in temperature -were recorded 
in square a of the 2 X. 2 table illustrated in Figure 7<. 
Ohanir;es in 
iodine TOlue 
Changes in 
tempe ratu.re 
Total 
a b 
0 d 
Total 
Figure 7» Example of a 2 X 2 table used for tasting 
the association botvjeen temperature and 
iodine value. 
Tlia total number of - changes in iodine -ralue occurring YJith changes 
in temperature v/ere recorded in square c of the table, the total 
number of 1 changes in iodine value occurring •with - changes in temper­
ature -were recorded in square b, and the total number of - changes in 
iodine va,lue occurring mth - changes in temperature were recorded in 
square d. ^^stimtes of chi-square were computed from the data obtained 
in the above manner. Ho association xvas found between temperature and 
iodine value. A similar analysis v®s made ivith the average daily temper­
ature recorded two days before the samples were taken. Here again no 
association m's found betv/ean temperature and iodine value. The per­
centages of oleic acid in the milk fat from the six animals in Figure 4 
on a unifom ration were tested in the above manner. No association ras 
found betvraen temperature and the amount of oleic acid present in the 
milk fat. From the results of these tests it was doubted that anything 
ftirbhor v«oul(1 be >;-ained by a more coinplicated foi*m of analysis, TOS 
concluded that chan^ss in teiaperature in the ran(:^GS ozpsrionced in this 
experiment (27°F. to i-j3^F.) had little, if any^ effect on the degree of 
xinsati-iration of milk fat. 
Tiie hiph correlation found between temperature and iodine TOIUG by 
yr},'Q (23) can possibly be explained in t2ie following manner. Fiye used 
four groups of cows that v.'ere similar ir. regard to stajio of lactation* 
Each group when started on experiment in December 1S41 had been milking, 
on the avers.ge, for about 2 rnonths. If the lactation trends in Fip;ur0 2 
can be considered typical, the iodine iralues of the rnilh .fat frora the 
cows used by Frye ^vould be expected to decline, due to the prot;;ress of 
lactation# for another t?io or three months and then increase. This is 
precisely vfhat happened. I'he iodine values declined during the first 
two and a half month.s of the experiment and then increased gradually to 
the end of the experiment (June 1942), It seems poBsiblCj therefore, 
that the trends in iodine value tliat Frye bc5lieved were caused by seasonal 
changes in temperature v;ere really only trends due to stage of lactation. 
The above discussion concerns only the data from Fr;i/-e's second ex­
periment because a more accurate recording of env:. roninental te-nperature 
changes wore kept in this experiment. KoY/ever, the high correlation 
betivsen temperature and iodine value tliat vvas found in Frj'e's first ex-
periment can be explained in exactly the same Emmer, as the tiivo sit­
uations viere almost identical. 
Effect of Pasturage on the Degree of Unsaturation of itilk Fat 
Figures 2 and 3 illustrate the effect of pasture feeding on the 
iodine value of milk fat. The oov/s in Figures 2 and 3 on the same 
horizontal plane (c.f. 2486 and 2426) are paired, 'fhe covfs in Figure 2 
v/ere on a uniform ration of prairie hay and grain for their entire lac­
tations and therefore senred as controls. The cows in Figure 3 were fed 
the same ration as the GOTO in Figure 2 except during the periods indicated 
by dotted lines when they received pasture grass in place of hay. It 
will be noted that pasture fsedint^, in general, increased the iodine 
•TO.lue several units. The effoct of the first pasture feeding is espec­
ially noticeable in the case of covjs Z'6dZ and 2554 which Imd been milking 
several months prior to being fed pasture. The first feeding of pasture 
did not increase the iodine value in the case of cows 2426 and 2568 
(Figure 3), This undoul-tedly resulted fron the fact that these ti'fo 
anirnals had freshened just prior to beijig pastured and their iodine values 
•were already at a high level, I'he continued feeding of pasture maintained 
the iodine values at a high level and prevented the normal decrease 
expected as a result of advancing lactation. The decrease due to lac­
tation can be observad in the control animals (2488 and 25655 respectively). 
I'he decrease in the iodine value that resulted when the co-ws were taken 
off pasture on August 261948 illustrates clearly the effect that pasture 
feeding had been having on the iodine value. The animals were placed 
on pasture for a second time on September 23, 1948, There rms a marked 
inoreass in the iodine value for all animals. The increase was of 
approximately the same mgaitude as the decrease ^1;hexi the cows were 
taken off pasture the first time. On So-yember 4j 1948 the cows were 
again takon off pasture. Once again thers vms a marked decrease in the 
iodine va.lys. This decreass Yias of approximately the same magnitude 
as the increase that occurred when the cows v/ere placed on pasture the 
second time. 
Pasture feeding (measured ixi. periods in vfhich the effect of lacta­
tion -yjas at a •miniraum) increased the iodine value an average of approx­
imately five iodine units. 
The chanf^e resultinij from pasture grass is fairly rapid. During 
the first period of pasture feeding (in the case of cov;s 2392, 2554, 2771 
and 2729) a significant increase in iodine value occurred bet?;een five 
and ten days. Durinp; the second period of pasture fsedin?:; the Tnaximom 
incraase \ms reached within seven days, ^:;it!i all the animals, when 
pasture ms removed from the dietj the iodine value dropped rapidly back 
to values that might be considered normal; there was no carryover effect. 
It will be noted from Fip'ure •" that the cows decreased in "body 
\Yeight Yihen on pasture. Part of this decrease undcuntsdly rosMlted 
because the covjs received no pasture during the day and were weighed 
12 hours after they had last eaten roughage, v/hareas previously they 
received roughage at all times, 'ihe high iodine values attending 
pasturage, however, cannot be explained as resulting from a loss in 
weight as the dr^z-lot cows decreased in weight to the same extent dur3.ng 
this period. 
^7.  
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Figure 8. Live-weights of cows used in experiment. 
Figure 5 shov/s the approximte percentages of oleic and linolsic 
acids in the milk fat from the six COT/S that were pastured. It mil 
be noted that pasturs fesdin^ hadj in general, a similar effect on the 
percentage of oleic aoid in the milk fat as it had on the iodine value 
(Figure 3). Pasture feoding had little if any effect on the percentage 
of linoleic aoid. Cows 2392, 2729, 2426 and 2566 shov/ed a slight in­
crease in the peroontape of llnoleic ncid soon after Tjere placed 
on pasture for the first time. This increaso did not persist, and was 
in general within the range of normal T;ariations. D-arin^i tho second period 
of pasture feeding there ms, in general, no noticeable chan};;e in the 
percentage of linoleic acid in the milk fat. The changes in iodine value 
( Figure 3) resultinf^ frcai pasture feeding were, thereforsj primarily the 
result of chan(:;es in the per cent of oleic aoid in the fat. 
These data indicate that durin;,;; the grazing season pasture has a 
primary influence on the degree of unsaturation of milk fat while changes 
in temperature appear unimportant. In this experiment the average daily 
temperature did not exceed B3°F, Regan and Pdchardson (76) reported that 
tho average temperature had to be increased to 95°F. before the iodine 
value of milk fat is raised. Regan and Kicnardson (experiment described 
on page 50) determined the levels of temperature that ivould affect the 
composition of milk fat by inoreasin"- the te-^t)era.ture in rof^ular asoend-
inK order; the animals were held at each level for a period of five to 
ten days. The animals were therefore, slowly conditioned to each temper­
ature before moving to the next higher temperature. Furthermore, the 
natural mriatioua betaeeu day and ni;.;.t 7;ere ccrripletsly reiao-rcd® H 
vias thought, therefore, thtit tsnporatures below 95®P« under noRual 
conditions, iriif^ht also Imve an effect on t!ie iodine mlwe of i-nilk fat 
sines tha aniiixilG i^culd not be aaalimtised, ilo-aeTOrj the prssaitfe 
staciy has Indioated that thg oc-inpcsiticn of milk fat is unaffectoc hy 
daily average tcraperatyres as hii;h as <?.3 F. It is possible that th® 
ros'slts of Kegan and Kichardson are correct for norral conditions and 
that unless a tsmperature approximating 95*^?, is reached, the iodine 
yeiImq of the '"il'!?: fat not hs affoeted hy bernperftu.ri®, so'ithem 
sootions of this countr- ffhsre such te-ipsraturos are apt tc exist dririnj; 
the gruain^ seasoa» taaxjerature .laight be an iraportaat faotor. it xs 
doubtfuij hOTiewr, tvhsther to-iperature vicuid ba Important in io-im \vhere 
avsraj^e daily te^npRrstnrfis of P5°F, are i^noo^i^^on# 
Tna data presented Incl ste that the iodine m}v.p of the -illTc fat 
is hi;:;ho3t in early lao'bation. hrom a standpoint of tutter rsanui'aeturo 
this SUGS-ESTS the lo,jic of fresheain;; COY;S in Deccnnber, Januari' and 
.Pebruaj:^/, sinoo at ti'ia pariod the fat nornally is hardost and crurrtbly-
stioky bodied butter results. This is 5".p])arent fron a comparison 1:©te-?een 
the iodire values of the fat from the herd sannlo d'.^rin." tho winter 
and the iodine vabies of the fat frcin the eovjfj that freshened in -Januarj' 
and f'cbruarj; (i''i;.jure 6). 
In. regard to body defocts in butter that ia produced in the vi. nter, 
it Tnay b© p.dmsshls to repeat the work condnotod in Koll!?nd by -"^nksna 
arid .TsuiiEtria (&'/) to detenriine T;h-et!ier or not artificially.' dried bay mil 
appi'Dximate tha offeot uroauced by pasture on the degree of unsaturation 
of milk fat. If similar results cjan be obtained witfi the types of 
roughages frrowi in t^-is countnr the feeding of certain g.'nounts of 
artificially dried hay in ivinter should i:;reatlj' iTapro\'"e the l-ody of 
Tdnter Irnttor. 
Effeot of Pasturage and Bn-vironraental Tsiiiperature on 
the Degree of Unsaturation of Composite Samples of 
Wilic Fat Obtained from the College iierd 
The iodine values of the milk fat obtained from the non-oxperiraental 
cotj'/s in the collage herd are presented in the top poi"tion of Fij^ure 8. 
It will be noted that when the herd ms placed on pasture on ''ay 15, 
1948 the iodine valuG increased approximately 4|-units, Tliia increase 
vi&s sustained for a period of 15 days onlyj a decrease in iodine TOIUO 
then resulted, it is possible that this decrease resulted from the 
poor condition of the pas'bure at this time. After the pasture was 
supplemented witli sila?;6 on >'une 24, 194" the iodine iralue declined 
gradually to rebiniarj' 17, 1949. It is suspected that this decline may 
be the result of feeding corn silage, since the iodine values of the 
milk fat from the six experimental cows which received pasturage but 
no silage (Figure 3) wera maintained at a high level throughout the 
period during -which they ware pastured. Feeding corn or other silagos 
at the end of the pasture season has not maintained iodine values of 
milk fat at the level of pasture feeding (13, 34). Although it has not 
been shown in the literature that the iodine value of milk fat from COY© 
Dl. 
fed pasturage vail be depressed if silage is fed in addition to pasture 
it is possii..lQ t-'iat it may have a depr0ssi% effect. Xt seems worth 
whilSj therefore, that a study be initiated to determine whether or not 
silage will lessen the dej^ree of rnilk fat unsaturation that accoT?raanies 
pasture feeding. It is possible that only small ojiantities of silaf^e 
ivould be needed to sufficiently lower milk fat unsaturation to iraprove 
the body and texture of suinmer butter. 
Sunlight niay be another factor that is responsible for the iodine 
values of the herd sample behairing differently than those of the samples 
from the experijp.ontal animals, Tlie experimental goto \TOre p;razed 8.t 
night only and were in the barn during the day, whereas the cows in the 
herd were outdoors during both day and night, it may be interesting 
to detejinino whether or not the iodine iralua of the milk fat from a 
group of cows pastured at night only would be different from the i-odine 
•mlue of the fat from a group pastured duriiif, the day only. 
It v/ill be noted (figure 6) that the decline in iodine value of 
the herd saiaple is, for the most part, concurrent with a deolino in 
temperature. However, it is not possible to rcaoh any conclusions re­
garding the influence of temperature since the decline in iodine value 
vjas thought to result from feeding corn silage. It should be noted, 
however, that the high temperature experienced on August 23,1948 did 
not raise the iodine value of the milk fat obtained shortly after this 
date. 
SUPPIia&lSTARY' STUDY TO DBTBSMIHE fhK mm uP 
•tkb HIGH DEGEEE OF lTr®ATHRATION OF IHLK FAT I?I?SIJLTIiiiG-
DIIRn® P^STHRMJE IT! EARLY LACTWirm 
In an attempt to obtain some infcnnation as to tna oause of tiie 
high degree of unsaturation of milk fat resulting during pasturage and 
in early lactation, two '"riof experiments iwve confluctedj fl) ?hyroprotein 
vias fed alternately to tvjo covjs to learn what ?ffect an increased met­
abolic rate (resulting from thyroprotein feeding) would have on the iodine 
value of milk fat, since the mstaholic rate of lactating oovjs is believed 
to be high during early lactation and during the pasture season; (2) A 
carotene concentrate TOS fed alternately to two coins to learn v.'hether 
carotene is a factor responsible for increasing the iodine value of milk 
fat v/hen cows are pastured, since large amounts of carotene are ingested 
at this time. 
Effect of Feeding Thyroprotein on the Degree of 
Unsaturation of Milk Fat 
Beneuiot and Ritainan (6) found tuat the inetaoolic rates of cov;s 
during the pasture season were at a much higher level than at any other 
time of the year. Tt uras decided, therefore, to feed thyroprotein to see 
•whether an increased metabolic rate would cause the iodine value of milk 
fat to be increased. Furthermore, there are indications that the metabolic 
rates of com are at a mch hif.;her level durin?; early lactation than 
during mid or late lactation, Tliomas, at al. (99) recently noted that 
cows under norroal conditions rGae5i.¥in" the maxiTiium Morrison requirements 
had hearb rates of approximatsly 80 beats per minute duriiv^; the first 50 
days of lactation. The heart rate then decreased to approxijriately 60 at 
mid-laotation and stayed near this level for the remainder of the lac­
tation, 'Rspe (27, l?'^) states, "I>aring the early part of the loctation 
period the maminarjr gland is functioning near its naxiwja as a result of 
an optimum supply of nutrients and 5alaotagO{^uic iiorjiones", it does not 
seem unreasonable to assimie that under such a metabolic stimulus the 
normal s\Tithesis of milk fat T-rould he sliphtl^- disturbed. It T/ould ha 
interesting, therefore, to knm? v,'!uit offect V'-e feedinr- of a substance 
such as thyroprotein (vjliich stimulates both the metabolic rate and 
milk production) vvould have on the iodine value of milk fat if admin­
istered in the middle of the lactation period. According to Kspe (27, 
p» 178) thyroxin (the active principal of thyroprotein) stimulates milk 
production in the follovdnr, way; "By stimulatin.';' the Tr.etaholic rate the 
body is kept responsive to any increased deinands. By stimulating the 
pulse rate more blood, and thereby more nutrients, pass through the udder. 
Thyroxin, by stimulating the anterior pituitarj-, causes it to secrete 
more laetofnen." In these respects, the feeding of thyroprotein to oows 
in declining; lactation would simulate scmeivhat the condition of early 
laotatiou, 
A survey of the literature revealed oalj 'one experiment along such 
lines. Smith and Dastur (92) studied sosne effects of thyroxin admin­
istration on the production and oociposition of milk. Since ths active 
principal of synthetic thyroprotein h^s heen sliofm to he thyroxin 
101) it TJould bo assumed that tha effects of thyroprotein feedinr; viould 
in general he similar to the effects of thyroxin administration. 
Smith and I3astur (92) aditdnisterod intramuscularly 10 milligrOTis 
of thyroxin first to thrse corrs (6 to 9 norths in ril-r) for 
10 days and to a fo-arth animal (4 raoriths i.n mi 11c) for Ifi da^.-s. AH 
the animals roosived pasture. The yields of miltc and milk fat were 
7017/ markedly increased. The mean iodino TOIUB for the fat from the 
thrae cows administered thyroxin for ten days rose from a prathyroxin 
value of 48.7 to 51,5 on the 3rd day of hormone treatraent and then 
rot'jrned to 4n.5 two days l&ter. Ti^.e iodine value for the fourth co^v 
rose from a prethyroxin value of 30.7 to 36.4 by the 7th day and then 
returned to 31.6 ti^IO days lator, IN the case of all four OOTVS tho 
increase in milk and fat yield perssisted for several days aftar the 
cessation of troatment. On the days of greatest enhancement of ^ilk 
and fat yield the iodine value of the fat vias sinilar to that 
secreted during; the prethyroxin periods. These workers conoiuded 
that it is only at the beginning; of treatment if/hen the gland is 
hecom.ing accustCT^d to the enhanced -deld that any sirrnificant 
alterations take place in the composition of the :r,ilk fat, Never­
theless, it ms decided to see •what effect the feeding of thyro­
protein in mid-lactation would have on the degree of unsaturation 
95. 
of milk fat. In the lif^ht of the hypothesis that the ijtilization of 
I'ody fat for milk fat secretion causGS the iodine value of the milk fat 
to be raised (§4:) it ivas decided to pay special attention to tiae body 
v;eights of tha animals to see whether changes in -weight during thyro-
protein feeding -tvaiild result in changes in the decree of unsaturation 
of the milk fat. 
Before descrihing the method of experimentation, soraa effects of 
feeding thyroproteiu to dairy coiis mil be presented. 
ReTievj of literature pertaining to the feedinr; of thyroprotein 
to dairy oavit' 
Feeding thyroprotoin results in increased pulse (84, 9, 101, 30), 
increased respiration (9, 101, 30), increased heart rate (74, 9» 98, 
75, 11, 100), and a slightly raised body temperature (9, 3D), Body 
vreight generally decreases if the food intake is not increased a'^ove 
noiiml (74, "4, 9, 101, 66, 98, 30, 75, 11, 99). Body v/eight losses caji 
be checked by increasing the I'.D.i'i. intake by 25 per cent aoove the 
Morrison standard (66, 96, 99), Thyroprotein feeding- increases milk and 
milk fat prodiiction flOl, 7?, "^4, ?9, 3, ^4, 78, 9, 10, 99, 75). Thyro-
protein is most effectiTC durin,;; the period of declinin;,'; lactation just 
previous to the last few vjeeks of the lactation period (50, 9). The 
changes in milk and fat production become apparent four to five dajrs 
after feeding thyroprotein (101). After a certain time the milk yield 
decreases even though the feeding of thyroprotein is continued. The 
duration of response to thyroprotein has been shown Pooth, et al. 
(ll) to be from 6 to 15 •weeks with the iBixiraum response Ijeing froiE the 
2nd to the 7th v^eek. Individual cows differ mdeiy in their response 
to tho drug (3, 75, 99). 
Method of e:xT)erimentation 
ftvo non-pregnant iiolstein GOVfS (2555 and 2810) vjere fed thyroprotein 
(Protajnone•'•) in alternate periods. Cow 2555 vias in her second lactation 
and had been fresh 134 days -jirhen she v/as first fr,i-TOn thyroprotein» Covj 
2810 ms in her first lactation a?-)d had heen fres'-- 13- days when she 
ms first given thyroprotein. 'i'he oovis received a grain ration (de­
scribed on page 63) and were allov;ed all the prairie hay they v;ould clean 
up. , The grain was fed in amounts to meet the Morrison requirements for 
good cows under usual conditions. Prom the reports in the literatiare it 
is olvious that "individual cows differ tfidely in their response to the 
di-ug. It ms decided to feed sufficient thyroprotein to be fairly 
certain of a definite response. One and one-half grams per 100 pounds 
of body weight was decided upon as the dose. The amount of thyroprotein 
v/as determined at the start of the trial and was not adiusted to changes 
in TOight. The -weighed amount of thyroprotein ms mixed v/ith the dai ly 
grain allc-wanoe. iifter a t^vo vjeek preliminary' period thyroprotein -was 
fed to coisj 2555 for a period of six vjeaks. After this poriodj thyro­
protein ms mthdram from the ration of 00^7 2B55 and ms included in 
the ration of cow 2P10 for a period of five weeks. -H the end of this 
^The Protamone used -was obtained from the Cerophyl Laboratories, 
Inc., Kansas City, Missouri. 
period the experiment was concluded. Iodine and thiocyanogen TOIUGS 
were deterrained on the milk fat collectsd from these cows at weekly 
internals except when the aniirals were first fed thyroprotein. At 
this time the samples were collected t^vice vveekly, 'Hie animals were 
"iTOighed at frequent inter-rols. 
Results 
FifiUre P S'IOTXS the effect of feeding thyroprotein on the xveif^ht 
of the animals, the production of milk fat, the iodine value of the 
milk fat, and the approximate percentages of oleic and linoleic acids 
in the milk fat» 
The feedin,5 of thyroprotein to cow 2555 resulted in a 36 per cent 
increase in fat prcd'action. This ms accompanied >y a inarked loss in 
l)0dy -weight of 100 pounds during the first two vveeks. The -«veight then 
remained fairly constant for the remainder of the period of thyroprotein 
feedi:^, Ihe iodine value increased 6 units during the first 11 days of 
thyroprotein feeding and then decreased; it reached the pre-thyroprotein 
level about 20 days later. Tho iodine value then increased 3 units dur­
ing the last 7 days of thyroprotein feeding. The first increase in iodine 
value vjas probably the result of the thyroprotein feeding. The second 
increase seemed vjithin the range of tho nonnal variations in iodine 
value. Tlie effect of thyroprotein on the iodine T,'alue of the rnilk fat 
of covi? 2555 is very similar to the results found by Smith and Dastur, for 
thyroxin administration, in tiat the increase in iodine value -was not 
sustained as -vaas the fat production. 
"FtPK.RlMF.WTAU PERIOD 
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"PROTAMONE. WA.S Ftt? 
Fx-:lire S. jiffoots of Frotavnone feedinii on the 
degree of uasaturatiou of milk fat from 
and o;a the body weight and fat production 
of two dairy co;vs. 
Tilft increased iodine vslu.os resnltinf:, soon after thyroprotain 
feeding might te explained in the mamer of Smith and Dastur as occurring 
due to the adjustment of the gland to increased prodiiotion, Hovjever, 
one ,oannot help noticing that the iodine TOIUQ TOS highest during the 
period whan the animal tos losing the most weight. To determine whether 
the iodine Yalns viould still rise when the animl is not losing hod3'-
weight it vjas decided to maintain the body v^eight of cow 2310 during 
ths period vihen she was to reoeiva thyroprotein. A week hefore the 
svatcho-rerj the grain ration of oo?; 2810 \vas increasedly 25 per cent. 
She TOS weighed a week after reoei-ving thyroprotein and it was noticed 
that in spite of the increase in her grain ration she had lost 25 pounds 
of body ivoight. Tlie grain intake was, therefore, inoreased 25 per cent. 
She was v/eighed 0 days later and this time she had lost another 50 pounds 
of body wight, Ilor srain intakes was i-norsased another 25 ner cent. 
This level of feedim; preirented any further loss of ^vaight. The thyro­
protein feeding caused the fat production to be increased 37 per cent 
within ths first 12 da3rs and then another 18 per cent within the next 
23 days. 
Unfoi'tunately cow 2810 was not prevented from losing weight during 
the period of thyroprotein feedinf; as bad been planned originalljr. llov;-
everj the iodine values of her milk fat liohaved in an interesting manner. 
The iodine value inoreased 5 imits during the first seven days of thyro­
protein feeding. It romainsd fairly constant for the next seven dajrs. 
Tlien, instead of decreasing as ms the case with cow SRBR, it increased 
another 2 units and stayed at this level till the end of the experiment. 
It is difficult to understand why this result ms outaiaedj because ths 
weight of covi 2810 did not decline during the period when the highest 
iodine values vrere obtained, Ifowever, cov/ 2R10 ms reoeivinp: s ver^r 
high intake of p^rain during'; this period Rnd in this respect differed 
from cow 2555» That overfeeding bj? itself does not raise the iodine 
value has been shown by j'^olcles and Palmer (2l), 
Thomas ^r1_« (99) recently found that when cows were fed thyro-
protsin (from 0o6 to 1»5 g. per lOO pounds of body weight) from approx­
imately the 50th day postpirtum until 90 days before the next expected 
parturition, the heart rates increased an average of about ten beats 
per minute during the first E5 days after thyroprotein \ms fed. She 
heart rate then decreased at an abnormally rapid rate and by mid-lacta­
tion it was similar to the heart rate of normal coivs fabotjt 60 heats 
per minute). However, ^vhen the T.B.I. was increased 25 to 50 per cent 
above the .aorrison standard after mid-lactation tiie heart rate ms 
increased markedly and the increase persisted. Since cow 2810 was re­
ceiving a venf heav*,'- strain feeding durinf^ the latter part of the exoer-
iment, it is not unreasonable tc supposej in ths li'^ht of the above data, 
that her heart rate would be high at this time. Ihis could possibly have 
resulted in increased activity of the mammary gland and thereby could 
have caused the production of milk fat vath a somewhat abnormal composition 
Since high iodine values persisted for 4 weeks while cow 2S10 ivas 
receivinp; thyroprotein it does not seem likely that they were simply the 
result of an adjustment of the mammary gland to the enlianced yield. 
This experiment on thyroprotein feeclijig, though failing to give any 
specific anavfer as rsgards the effect of increased irietahcslic rate (as 
induced by thyroprotein fesding) on milk fat unsaturation, raises a number 
of interesting questions relatiire to setreral now lines of investigation. 
Possibly the most important of thsso would do to determine metabolic rates 
while feeding thyroprotein to see if there is any correlation between the 
metabolic rate, and the iodine value of milk fat. Heart rate and possibly 
body temperature and respiration rate should be used RS indicators of 
metabolic rate. The correlation betv/een metabolic rate and iodine value 
might also be ohsoked durin^i the noriiial course of luctatioa. lienedict 
and Hitzman (6) found a groat lability in the metabolic rate of one and 
the same animal, Clianges in metabolic rates mipht thereby eyr)lain the 
normal variations in the iodine values cf the same animal from milking to 
milking or sampling to sampling, iiov/ever, it is difficult to see vfhy this 
should be since it would be expected that the composition of milk fat 
vrould be affected by metabolic rate only v/hen the latter was at an exceed­
ingly high level. It vrould also be interesting to learn the relationship 
between metabolic rate and iodine valie ivhen cows are on pasture since 
tienediot and ititzman found that in every- case the m.etaboiic rate of cows 
during the pasture season was at a much higher level than at any other time 
of the year. 
It might be profitable to learn whether thyroprotein feedinp;, at 
lower levels than iwere used in this experiments vjould raise and iiiaintain 
the iodine value of milk fat without resulting in a loss of oody weight 
and an increased feed intake, if the iodine value can be raised in this 
maimer, thyroprotein iiri^ht find extonsiire use durinj^ the v.rlnter months 
if it v;ould not inoreese costs too greatly, since there is r. dofinite 
need for improving the body of -winter butter. 
Figure 2 shoiMS that tho ohaa^es in iodine value were primarily the 
rssult of changes in the per cent of olaio aoid in the fat. In the 
case of cow 2555 the psroentage of linoleic aoid remained unchanged 
during the feeding of thyroprotein. In the case of cot/ 2810 the linoleic 
aoid Qontent increased from about 3 to 4.5 par cent ; or/an inci'ease of 
50 per cent durinfi the period of protaiaone feeding. VChether or not this 
increase is significant is difficult to determine s jnce the linoleic 
acid content varied as much as 60 per cent on one occasion d^irinE; the 
pre-thyroprotein feeding period. 
Effect of thyroprotein on the color of milk fat 
It vfas noticed that v/hila co'^i^r 3555 vss heinp fed thyroprotoin 
the milk fat of prO;r,ressive samples bca8.me EtQadil;- li!;;htar in color. 
Viliori. thyroprotein ms removed frojii the ration of oo-vv 2555 the milk fat 
regained its normal color quite rapidly. The fat from co\^ 2810 ms also 
bleached to quite an extent during the period of thyroprotein feeding. 
These obssrTOtions are interesting since other work now in prop;ross at 
this station indicates a possible suppression of blood plasma oarotene 
and vitamin A levels in the blood of ,young bulls as a result of thyro­
protein feeding. 
103. 
•(^ffeot of Ti'eeding Oarotene on the Degree of T-nsaturption 
of i-iilk Fat 
vii'lien attempting to explain the high iodine values of milk fat that 
result when oovfs graze on pasture one cannot help but wonder if the 
large amoiints of carotene inchested at this tiwe ^i^ht not in some -my 
be responsible, i)ata on the oaroteno content of various kinds of field 
cured and artificially cured hays and green grovang; roughages are pub­
lished in the 1939 Yearbook of Agriculture (68). Tamsma (97) reported 
that the factor in pasture grass which raises the iodine value of milk 
fat and %'.'hich is evidently destroyed by field curing is not destroyed by 
artificially curini^ the grass. This also creates the suspicion that 
carotene or some other readily oxidizable substance is responsible. Tihile 
there is no clear reason at the moment why carotene should raise the 
iodine value of milk fat the possibility that it could be a factor 
necessitates that its affect be established. Since an experiment oon-
ceniing certain factors affecting the unsaturation of railk fat was already 
in progress, it ms felt that an excellent opportunity was afforded for 
obtaining additional information on the effect of carotene feeding. 
It ms decided to use for this ^^urpose ooivs 2ri66 and 2426 when their 
iodine values had returned to normal after the second time they were 
taken off pasture since they were of little further use to the pasture 
and temperature experiment. 40 g, of carrot oil^ containing carotene 
•'•The carrot oil used was "Research" Carrot Oil obtained from the 
t^utritional ilesearch Associates, Inc., South Tihitley, Indiana, 
equivalent to 25,000 USP units of vitaiiiiii ii. per ^ram wrs uaed aa tiiO 
carotene supplement and was fed to one of tlie animals, similar 
amount of corn oil vjas fed to tb.e second animal as a control. Corn 
oil vjas selected as fne control sxipplement since it an iof^ine -value 
of 116,0 which v.'as fairly similar to the iodine TOlue of 125,1 for 
carrot oil, Althouj£h carotene equivalent to 6<,000,000 UciF units ..of 
Titainiu a are probably more tj'pical of tlie amount of carotene that covjs 
rGcei-jre T?;:-en on TOst'i.re (5)^ 40 of carrot oil .f-irnishinp oarotene 
equivalent to 1,000,000 IKP units of vitamin -A wore selected as the dose 
since it vjas doubted if a largsr amount of carotene v/ould have been 
assimilated by the aiiimal (5), 
Cow 2566 received carrot oil and covj 2426 corn oil for a four-week 
periods The supplenents were then smtched, cof; 2426 receiving carrot 
oil end oov; 2566 roaeixdng com oil for a three-wok period. The ani?.ials 
-«ore kept under the same sxperiraental conditions as previously. The oils 
viere poured over the grain mixture once daily, i'eekly sa;aplc-s of butter-
fat were analyzed as previously. 
The results rf the carotene supnleinentation are shwTfi ^irare 10. 
It fdll bo noted that the iodine values for both ccv;s rose fairly rapidly 
during the first experimental period and contiaued to ris'i during tlie 
second experimental period yftien their rations v/ere being supplemented vdth 
either com or carrot oil, Tiiis could haTO resulted either from the 
effect of advancin;', lactation since both an'.rials were nearijii^ the end of 
their lactation periods, or it could iiav© resulted froin the effect of the 
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Figure 10. Effects of caroteos feeding on tha degres of 
imsaturation of milk fat. 
oils. The oleic acid ds.ta indicates that it was prohatly a function of 
stage of lactation since the oleic acid content of the fat had started 
to risG during the preliminar'/ period and the higher oleic acid content 
found durin:- the oil feeding periods seemed to be a continuation of this 
trend. It ms unfortunate that the carotene 7ias fed this late in the 
lactation period. The origiml plan vms to feed carotans soon after 
the iodine TOlues had stabilized lAien the cows ivere ts.ken off pasture 
but because of b delay in obtainin,p the carotenej this could not be done. 
The iodine value of the milk fat fron the coiv receiving carrot oil 
in eitlier experimental period did not appear to be si^^nificantly higher 
than the iodine Tmlue of the fat from the control animal (Figure lO). 
Carrot oil sefmed to hp.w little effect on the annroixiTnate percentap;es 
of oleic and linoleic acids in tho fat. 
It is improper to dra.w any definite conclusions -with so small a 
group of data; for the present all that can be said is that under these 
conditions the feeding of carotene equivalent to 1,000,000 U.S.P. units 
of vitamin A did not cause any changes in the iodine value or in the 
apnroxijiiate percentages of oleic and linoleic acids of the milk fat u'hich 
could bs attributed definitely to carotene feeding. 
107. 
sumry 
Frj'-e (2R) in a previous trial at this station found t'mt the enT'ron-
mental tei'^perature to xwiici;, oows v/ere subjected v«'as hi^;hly correl&tod 
with the iodine nambers of the inilk fat they produced. In the li^ht of 
those results a study was initiated to determine whether or not the great 
inoreRSe in railk fat i;nsatr>ratior: fitteriilinr- psstvir'n'^ of eov/s resulted 
•wholly fro-m ingestion of pasture or T-;as in piirt the result of kij^luir temp-
erataros charaotoristic of the grazing seas on. 
Three lots cf four cows each wore used. The four covis in each lot fresh­
ened at apprcjcinistely the sme tine of the j-^earj lut each lot froshensd at 
a different tirr-.c of the year. This type of cow ssloction ivaf? employed 
with the liope that it might he possible to separate the effects prof'',ice-1 
by lactation from those that might result from temperature. Of each quartet, 
t'wo coTis TOre fed prairie hay and grain mi^cture tferouihout the experiment; 
the other two Tfflre pastured and fed Krain ipixbire during the grazing 
season. The pasture gTOip grazed at nipjit only; the stall-fed -^rcup T;aa 
placod in a dry-lot during the tiiie tiie other group was oii pasture in order 
to fcocy temperature effects as aearly alike as possible betxveen tho tv»o 
groups. Both groups were Vept in the "barn during the day. Daily racords 
of the envirormental tcmpsrature iTsre ''^P'ot, '•odi'^o and th.iocyanogsn valuss 
were detGrminod on the railk fat resulting from a daily composite sample 
collected from each ani'-al once every fiw days during the first half and 
once every seven days durijig the second half of the experimentt 
103. 
Tha data reveal that pasture and stage of lactation -jave -iriraary 
iui'laeiioss Oii trie degree of unsataratlon of ailk fat vJidle oaaritjes in 
temperature appear to be of little importance. 
Production of fats mtii a hipii iodine value at the peak of milk 
production follovsed by a decline in the iodine iraluo (ca, iodine units 
avg.} to the fourth or fifth month of lactation and thsu a slight in­
crease (oa. 3 iodine units avg.) to the end of laotfition appear to be 
definite lactation trends in the majority of the aniiiials. These 
trends appear regardless of seasaial chanrjes in temperature. The ohangss 
in iodine -rolue ^rere largely dependent on the changes in the oloio acid 
content of the milk fat. The percentage of linoloic acid decreased 
sligPitly in a linear maimer daring the lactation period. 
Pasture feeding (measured in periods in Yihioh the effect of lac­
tation \iras at a minitnuTn) increased the iodine value an average of 5 units. 
This inorsase was sustained throughout the period (in some instances 3 
months) durin^^ Yiiiioh tlie ccvjs \Mere on pasture, idien pasture vjas removed 
from tne diet, the iodine value dropped rapidly to values that might be 
considered normal, )?asture feeding; had little effect on the linoleic 
acid content of tha ailk fat. C'^anges in iodine value viere lar/^sly 
dependent oa the changes in the oleic acid content of the fat. 
The high correlations betvjeen temperature and iodine value found 
by Prye oan noiv possibly be explained as resulting from coincidonce of 
lactation and temperature trends. A study of the freshening dates of the 
anirrals used by Fr^'e indicate that tliis is likely, 
A composite sample of milk fat ¥jas obtained from the cows in the 
college herd (approximately 120 cows) on the same dates that samples 
were collected from the experimental aninials. The iodine value of the 
milk fat increased v/nen the herd ms pastitred. This increase tos not 
maintained. The iodine value gradually declined as the pasture season 
progressed. The herd co^vs were fed corn silage during tiie grazing period 
in addition to pasture. Since the six experimental cot® ivhich recei-red 
pasturage but no durinK the frraKinf, season •mo.ints,?.ned hi^h iodine 
•values throughout this period it ms s'.jspected that the decline in the 
iodine value of the herd saraple during pasturage resulted from feeding 
corn silage. The possibility of decreasing summer milk fat unsatur-
ation hy feeding silage during the grazing season should "be investigated. 
In an attempt to obtain some information as to the cause of the 
high degree of unsaturation of milk fat resulting during pasturage and 
in early lactation, two brief experiments Tjere conducted: (l) Thyro-
protein -was fed alternately to two cows to learn, what effect an increased 
metabolic rate (resulting from thyroprotein feeding) would have on the 
iodine value of milk fat, since the metabolic rate of lactatine; cows is 
believed to be high durin^j early lactation and duriag the pasture season. 
Thyroprotein caused the iodine value of the milk fat of one animal to be 
increased 6 units during the first 11 days of thyroprotein feeding. 
Thereafter the iodine value decreased and refejrned to the pre- thyro­
protein level about 20 days later although thyroprotein continued to 
be fed. The increase in iodine value occurred during the period when 
the animal ms losing body weight. The second covf ms fed extra feed 
during thyi-oprotein administration. The iodine value of the milk fat 
increased 1 units aftar thyroprotein foediriii. inoreaso ?fas sus­
tained for a period of 24 days (to the ond of the experiment). 'Xhis 
animal decreased in liody weight during the first 14 days during thyro­
protein feeding. Eowever, the highest iodine mluos 7jere found vjh.en the 
\veip:ht of the animal had stabilized. The extra feed supplied to this 
aahml was thou^iit to oause tiie iodine valuss to remin high, ilinas extra 
feed Vttll increase the raetaholio rate of cowa fed thyroprotein (S9) it 
Tjas thought that an increased metaholic rate of this aniEal was a factor 
responsible for increasinr the iodine -value of ^er millc fat, Hwoirerj 
no definite conclusions can Do dravni because metabolic rates -svere not 
measured and the group of data is small. The changes in iodine value 
during thyroprotein feeding ware the result of changes in the percentage 
of oleic acid in the fat. 
( 2 )  A carotene concentrate ms fed alternately to two cows to leam 
•vjhether carotene is a factor responsible? for increasing tlio iodine value 
of lailk fat yjhon cotivs are pastured, since large amounts of carotene are 
ingestsd at this time. 'Iho feeding of carotene equivalent to 1,000,000 USP 
units of vitamin A per day to tir;o dairj'' cows did not cause any changes in 
the iodine value or in the percentages of oleic and linoleic acids in the 
fat, wiich could be attributed definitely to carotene feediaj^. 
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